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Overview and Scrutiny Committee
OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE

Minutes of the proceedings at a meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee held on
Friday, 15 January 2021, at 2.00 p.m.
Present
Councillors
Vicky Hughes (Chairman)
Helen Chaffey (Vice-Chairman)
Pat Bell
Brian Cooper
Hazel Hodgson
John Holmes

Janette Jenkinson
Malcolm Lamb
Susanne Long
Ian Mitchell

Doug Rathbone
Mark Wilson

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Eamonn Hennessy and Suzie
Pye.
Officers
Lawrence Conway
Linda Fisher
Dan Hudson
Simon Rowley
Helen Smith
David Sykes

Chief Executive
Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist
(Monitoring Officer)
Strategy Lead Specialist
Director of Customer and Commercial Services
Finance Lead Specialist (Section 151 Officer)
Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Also in attendance were Councillors Giles Archibald (Leader and Promoting South
Lakeland Portfolio Holder), Robin Ashcroft (Economy, Culture and Leisure Portfolio
Holder), Jonathan Brook (Deputy Leader and Housing and Innovation Portfolio Holder)
and Dyan Jones (Climate Emergency and Localism Portfolio Holder).

O&S/33

CHAIRMAN'S INTRODUCTION
Following confirmation that the live stream of the meeting had commenced, the Chairman
welcomed everyone to the virtual meeting of South Lakeland District Council’s Overview
and Scrutiny Committee, in doing so, thanking all officers involved in the process for their
work on the project.
The Chairman referred to the new Government legislation allowing councils to conduct
remote meetings and explained in detail to all taking part, and for the benefit of members
of the public, the procedures for the meeting. She then invited Members of the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee to introduce themselves, to advise whether they were taking part
by video or audio and to confirm that they were able to see (where practicable) and hear
all Members participating in the meeting. All Members present, including the Chairman
himself, having indicated that this was the case, he referred to officers present at the
meeting who would introduce themselves when asked to address the meeting.
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MINUTES
RESOLVED - That the Chairman be authorised to sign, as a correct record, the
minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 17 July 2020.

O&S/35

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
RESOLVED – That it be noted that no declarations of interest were raised.

O&S/36

DECLARATION OF THE PARTY WHIP
RESOLVED - That it be noted that no declarations of the party whip were raised.

O&S/37

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS
RESOLVED – That it be noted that there are no excluded items on the Agenda.

O&S/38

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
No questions, representations, deputations or petitions have been received in respect of
this meeting.

O&S/39

COUNCIL PLAN 2021-2026
The Deputy Leader of the Council and Housing and Innovation Portfolio Holder provided a
brief introduction of the Council Plan 2021-2026. The Council Plan sets out the Council’s
vision and priorities and how these would be delivered over the period of the Plan. The
Strategy Lead Specialist shared a PowerPoint Presentation, which outlined the Council’s
action plan against COVID-19, and highlighted the unprecedented impact the pandemic
had on the Council’s own finances and services, while also considering the impact of
Brexit.
The Lead Strategy Specialist explained the Council’s the Council’s vision was to make
South Lakeland the ‘best place to live, work, place and explore’ and the plan set out how
the Council would work towards this vision. The presentation addressed some key recent
changes including the Pandemic and associated changes in the economy and in working
patterns. He also noted that some fundamental issues including the ageing population,
remained important. The Council Plan has four strategic priorities.
The first priority working across boundaries to deliver sustainable economic growth seeks
to develop the potential of working on a Morecambe Bay wide footprint. The Bay is a
functional economic subregion. Working in partnership would allow give the Bay area
critical mass, economically and enable the Districts to grow in a way, which complement
each other.
The second priority is the ageing population of the district. Whilst recent projections
suggested that the trend was slowing, the working population was continuing to shrink.
The Plan sought to grow the economy and generate job opportunities for young people. It
also sought to develop services, to create a more balanced locality with a better quality of
life for all age groups.
The third priority of a fairer South Lakeland is a Fairer South Lakeland. This means
address poverty, deprivation, housing and unemployment. The presentation highlighted to
Members that many affluent areas had pockets of poverty. The Council Plan sought to
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improve standards of housing and provide better advice for those in poverty. The Council
would also work within partnerships to address issues such as deprivation, inequality and
related issues such as addiction.
Lastly, the fourth priority was the climate emergency. This section of the Council Plan sets
out the Council’s targets for reducing its carbon footprint.
The Lead Specialist concluded that all four priorities were inter linked together within the
Council Plan and welcomed any questions from Members.
Discussion
Issues raised in discussion included housing for the elderly, including to re-visit the elderly
housing strategy and the findings of the Task and Finish Group they undertook four years
ago. Furthermore, Members highlighted the lack of fitting incentives and opportunities for
young people to remain within the District. Members felt the Council could encourage
more partnership working with Cumbria County Council in order to provide greater
opportunities for young people.
In response to a question on housing need numbers for 2025, the Strategy Lead
Specialist explained that he was unable to provide a definitive number as this was set
through the Local Plan, not the Council Plan. The government approach to housing need
was evolving in a way that was difficult to predict and the Council were watching this very
closely.
Members praised the presentation and suggested that the pandemic had sharpened the
focus of the Plan in a positive way. Members raised the point that high value jobs should
be of great importance in the context of the District’s reliance on the uncertain visitor and
hospitality sector. The ageing population should be viewed positively, as Members
highlighted that elderly people could still play an important role and emphasised the
sensitivity of this point, and explained that the elderly should not be considered redundant.
Members’ also highlighted the contribution of the elderly to the voluntary sector,
specifically in relation first responders and mountain rescue. The Lead Specialist stated
that there should be an encouragement for people to work for longer, if they wish to do so.
The Lead Specialist also clarified within the Draft Plan that the Council aimed to be carbon
neutral by 2037, not 2038, an error within the report. Members commented on the
changing population following Brexit, whereby the population of the UK had reduced by
1.25 million in light of recent changes. The Lead Specialist explained that the most recent
figures the Council held for the locality were from 2018, and that t population projections
post COVID-19 figures might look very different.
There was also the multi-dimensional issue of trying to encourage younger people to stay
due to the combination of housing costs, quality of life offer and adequate job
opportunities. The Lead Specialist listed various initiatives aimed at addressing these
problems.
Members questioned - whether the Council plan was based on the assumption that a Bay
Unitary Authority would happen. The Chief Executive of the Council reassured Members
that prior to all of the work the Council had done on Local Government Reform, works
were already underway on a growth deal for the Bay. He explained that there was already
a clear perspective, and decisions had already been made on what critical areas required
improvement across the Bay area.
The Lead Specialist clarified that this Plan was not predicated on a Bay authority. The Bay
Area was a functional economic area with a great deal of interdependencies and no
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matter how the Local Government Reform played out, the Council would continue to work
with Barrow, Lancaster and Cumbria. Any new Bay Authority would require a new set of
strategic documents and policy framework
Further discussions were in relation to the accessibility of broadband, which transcended
all four priorities. Members stated this was vital, and connected to everything. Moreover,
broadband was fundamental in the success of the Customer Connect programme working
efficiently during the ongoing pandemic. Some Members emphasised that in rural areas,
broadband and mobile phone coverage remained poor due to topography. The Lead
Specialist was fully cognisant of such broadband issues; however, many problem areas
were located within the Lake District National Park Authority and not covered by SLDC’s
local planning and infrastructure planning power.,
It was stated during the debate, that in order to encourage young people to live and work
in the District, there was a clear need for more investment in apprenticeships, and to
encourage local businesses to employ young people. There was also a need for
affordable housing and sufficient transport links. The Lead Specialist suggested that within
the combined Bay area laid great potential, and that thought had already been given to
how the Council could think on a wider level and this was indeed on the Council’s radar.
The ‘green agenda’ was also greatly deliberated by Members in relation to the
Government’s Green Homes Grant, which had not worked as efficiently as expected both
nationally and locally due to a shortage of approved tradespeople to carry out the work..
Questions were asked about how this could be improved. There was an opportunity for
the Council to lobby government in order to make the greener homes grant more effective.
The Deputy Leader and Housing, and Innovation Portfolio Holder was aware of these
issues in relation to this particular grant, both at district level and across Cumbria. He
explained that issues were faced due to contractors not wishing to participate in the
scheme. This was due to the historic failings of previous government grants, and that it
would take time and energy to roll out appropriate training.
There was a discussion about mature peoples’ housing needs, It was suggested that this
area should be looked at on a strategic basis. Members discussed the changing economic
paradigm and the unprecedented changes in relation to planning development. The
Council should be alive to those changes in the implementation of the Council plan.
Assurances were sought that the Council would be robust enough to insist on high quality
development in light of government changes to the planning system. The Strategy Lead
Specialist recognised the need for extra care housing; this would be given consideration in
the next local plan. He also echoed the concern about permitted development and stated
the key strength of town centres was their many differences and diverse characteristics.
Final discussions centred on the reduction of second homes and government lobbying.
This was a very difficult problem as nothing could be done about existing second homes,
but in areas of very high concentrations of second homes (primarily the National Parks)
new homes could be subject to local occupancy, The National Parks are responsible for
planning policy within their area.
RESOLVED – That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee:1) note the Draft updated Council Plan 2021-2026, and, subject to comments
made; and
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2) recommend that Cabinet and Council adopt the updated Council Plan 202126 as part of the Council’s Policy Framework.

O&S/40

2021/22 TO 2025/26 DRAFT BUDGET
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder presented the 2021/22 to 2025/26 Five Year
Draft Budget and highlighted the impact of COVID-19 reserves that would need to be rebuilt. Within leisure, no support had been received and there was a loss of more than £2.5
million in business rates. Although the Government had introduced a number of grants to
mitigate the impact of COVID-19 as part of the local government settlement, these were
insufficient to cover the full extent of the additional costs and income lost due to the
pandemic.
The Portfolio highlighted, amongst other movements, the Council’s very large deficit, the
pay freeze on Councils and the new appointed operator for Kendal Market. There was an
ongoing consultation on the increase to car parking fees and a projected deficit of over £1
million. He emphasised the great amount of additional work the Council had undergone
while still maintaining control of normal tasks. The Portfolio Holder commended the
Council for its commitment to investing in communities and thanked officers in the Finance
team for their continual hard work during these difficult times.
Discussion
Members discussed in depth the raising of car parking fees. The Portfolio holder clarified
that the last increase took place over 10 years ago. However, despite the appreciation
that fees had not been increased for a considerable amount of time, Members highlighted
the need to assist in financial recovery. Under this context, this was the wrong time to
increase charges, local businesses needed every support they could get to overcome the
pandemic and aid recovery. Members raised great concerns on this subject.
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder understood and expected such comments
on this topic. However, subsidised parking was an extremely expensive way to help
businesses; money could be injected elsewhere, rather than to reduce car parking fees.
He found it preferential to support other projects, such as Kendal Visions, directly, rather
than indirectly, through other means. The Portfolio Holder voiced his scepticism on the
Ulverston Town Council free parking scheme. The Council wanted to support the
community at this time, but also needed to be in a reasonable financial situation.
The Economy, Culture and Leisure Portfolio Holder clarified from an economic
development perspective, that free car parking, in very broad terms, did not necessarily
mean shoppers would spend more money. The research on this area was counter intuitive
and these principles were well established.
Members discussed the historic situation of New Road in Kendal, an area converted into a
green space, but questions were raised if this car parking was replaced elsewhere.
Parking was an emotive topic, particularly with businesses, and over many years,
Ulverston business owners requested free car parking to generate greater engagement
for shoppers. Some Members were sceptical of this success and were in agreement with
some of the points raised by the Economy, Culture and Leisure Portfolio Holder. Further,
Members stressed that people had benefited for a long time without an increase in fees,
and this was a matter of timing.
The Chairman sought clarification from Members on specifically what comments should
be taken forward on to Cabinet and Council.
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Members questioned the appropriateness of timing in relation to the increase, and
discussed other avenues that could be explored in order to assist with the recovery of
highstreets. Other Members drew caution to a reduction in car park charges, concern was
generated on who would be pay for a proposed reduction, council tax payers would
ultimately pay, and there were costs to maintain.
The Finance Lead Specialist and Section 151 Officer stated that suggestions had been
made around a number of proposals, as there was a statutory requirement to balance the
budget. Yet, emphasised to Members that if the Council were to introduce free parking, or
not increase charges, what other suggestions were available in Members’ thoughts to
create a balanced budget? This was the task that needed to be addressed.
The Climate Emergency and Localism Portfolio Holder raised a few different points.
Namely, that the fees had not been increased for such a long time and ultimately there
was a need to balance the budget. It would be unfair to burden non-driver taxpayers with
the extra cost of free car parking. The carbon footprint should also be brought in for
consideration, the Council were not punishing drivers, but fairness and equity needed to
be created. She echoed the purpose of her Portfolio, that active travel and walking should
be encouraged where possible.
In order to reach a resolution, the Monitoring Officer clarified to Members that agreement
by assent was required. Members reiterated that they were not approving the increase in
fees by this proposal only, as this report would go forward to Council for debate and
comment also.
At this point in the proceedings, Councillor John Holmes suggested to add a rider
to the resolution. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee should accept the
sensitivity of the car park charging increase given the current situation, and note
the fact that it had been 8 years since fees were last raised, and that there were little
alternative options. The Council would continue to monitor car parking, especially
when considering the incoming proposals for the improvement of Kendal.
For clarity, the Monitoring Officer read out the proposals put forward, which were the
recommendations as per the report, with the additional rider as above, suggested by
Councillor John Holmes.
RESOLVED – That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee:1) Notes that the development of the Budget is an iterative process between
now and Council on the 23rd February 2021. The assumptions, proposals
and calculations included within it will be subject to change as more
information from internal and external sources is provided and decisions
around the final proposals can be made;
2) Consider the proposals contained in this report and Appendices 3 to 14to
achieve a balanced budget from April 2021;
3) Consider the proposals for Fees and Charges from April 2021 set out in
Appendix 14 (excluding car parking) and the proposed increase in car
parking fees as set out in Appendix 13;
4) Note the projected deficits starting at £0.1m for 2021/22 rising to circa £2.2m
by 2025/26;
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5) Agrees any comments to be taken forward for consideration at the Cabinet
meeting on 3rd February 2021; and
6) Accept the sensitivity of the car park charging increase given the current
situation, and note the fact that it had been 8 years since fees were last
raised, and that there were little alternative options. The Council would
continue to monitor car parking, especially when considering the incoming
proposals for the improvement of Kendal.

O&S/41

2021/22 PROCUREMENT SCHEDULE
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder set out the Procurement Schedule and
explained that the wide range of projects included on the Procurement Schedule allowed
officers to conduct procurement without further authority on the projects as long as the
Budget had also been approved. He also highlighted to Members a mistake whereby the
report should refer to ‘2021/22’ not ‘2020/21’. He added that there were 119 projects
listed, which were many more than there had been in previous years, and in part, reflected
the delays caused by the pandemic. In concluding the report, the Portfolio Holder
referenced the impact of Brexit on procurement rules.
Discussion
The Chairman of the Committee drew concern to the number of items on the Procurement
Schedule and asked if all items were necessary. The Chairman highlighted the
importance to monitor the list due to the heavy schedule. The Finance and Resources
Portfolio Holder addressed this point, and elucidated that all the items were essential but
noted that this concern would be highlighted to Cabinet.
Members drew attention to the South Lakeland House development, and suggested it
may be prudent to hold some of this procurement back until future deals were secured, as
there may need to be changes in relation to structures and the network.
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder explained that this work was already under
way. Advice was previously received which stated that even if the building was not to be
used for local government, any refurbishments would make the building a lot more
saleable. In addition, the Portfolio Holder noted that two floors would be let out to other
organisations. The building would be in a position to be suitable for this Council, and any
other successor Council.
RESOLVED – That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee:1) Considered the Procurement Schedule for 2020/21 attached at Appendix 1
and forward any comments to Cabinet for their consideration; and
2) note the changes to Procurement in line with Brexit.

O&S/42

TREASURY AND CAPITAL STRATEGY 2021/22 TO 2025/26
The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder presented a report setting out the Council’s
Treasury Management Strategy for 2021/22 to 2025/26 and the Capital Strategy for
2021/22 to 2033/34, which were expected to be approved by Council on 23 February
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2021. The report had been updated to reflect the 2021/22 Budget and Capital
Programme. The Portfolio Holder referred to the substantial changes to the economic
situation, which included the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the UK economy and
GDP levels, the current Bank of England interest rate of 0.1%, significant increases in
public borrowing and the uncertainty and risk surrounding Brexit. The Portfolio Holder
discussed two temporary modifications to the Council’s investment strategy. Namely, the
first allowed very large sums received from Government for the COVID-19 grants to be
lodged with the Council’s principle banker. The second, the counter party limit for Money
Market funds were increased from £5m to £10m and proposed that both of the changes
were made permanent. The Portfolio Holder stated the Council had just today received
£30 million on the day of this Committee meeting into its bank account. This cash sitting in
the bank account could be injected into capital investment.
Section 5 of the report outlined the Council’s commercial strategy and highlighted various
commercial investments. The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder added that it was
proposed that a new local prudential indicator for internal borrowing be introduced. He
noted that the capital strategy remained relatively unchanged from last year with the longterm view of possible capital expenditure being taken which had helped the Council
improve the quality of decision-making and prioritisation of certain expenditures.
The Chairman thanked the Finance and Resources Portfolio for another valuable report.
Discussion
One Member questioned the increase in the Capital Financing Requirement (CFR)
figures; they queried if these figures would be reduced after 4 or 5 years and suggested if
this was something to assuage any potential fears for residents, and indeed, Members of
the committee. The Finance and Resources Portfolio Holder explained that over time
there would be significant levels of investment by the Council. This required funding, and
there were risks around this. Overall, he was happy with the shape and investments made
by the Council, but noted the this should be closely monitored at all times.
The Finance Lead Specialist and Section 151 Officer provided further clarification on this
point. The CFR was very much related to how much the Council spends, and what
resources were left to fund that spending, and whether or not the Council needed to
borrow. The Council would still need to do more borrowing, but for an organisation of this
size, the Council had a very low amount of borrowing due to its circumstances. Yet, the
Section 151 emphasised that she would not like to guarantee that the total amount would
go up or down over time. The other element was that the Council would consider
affordability very carefully and were very prudent to set aside money to repay any monies
borrowed. The Council should generate that income as it was funding projects that were
able to create returns and re-pay any borrowing. The Section 151 Officer assured
Members that the Council does not put pressure on Council Tax Payers and would
continue to protect them.
RESOLVED – That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee;
1) Note and recommend to Cabinet and Council the Treasury Management
Strategy, Capital Strategies, the authorised limit and operational borrowing
limits within the report;
2) Note and recommend to Cabinet and Council the permanent increase to
£10m of the limit for investing with individual Money Market Funds and the
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disregarding of Government COVID-19 funds when
counterparty limit to the Council’s Bankers NatWest; and

applying

the

3) Note and recommend to Cabinet and Council the introduction of a new local
prudential indicator for internal borrowing.

O&S/43

COVID-19 RECOVERY REPORT
The Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources presented the COVID-19 recovery
report and explained the scale of financial challenges faced by the Council. The Director
highlighted to Members the key areas discussed at the Workshop held on 23 October
2020.
Key Areas where areas are felt, reasonable understanding. Depth of that impact and
range. Far more apparent where Members felt certain impact within communities.
Workshop and discussions. Take this from the workshop. Have a more strategic recovery.
Appendix 1, refresh of the Council Plan. Encouraging to see these themes on draft
Council Plan.
All Members commended the COVID-19 recovery report and the efforts of the Director of
Strategy, Innovation and Resources for his contributions. Members’ voiced that it was a
great workshop and very thought provoking, the work tied in with the Local Plan and
Members were eager for this piece of work to be the main focus of the Committee’s future
Work Programme for 2021-22.
RESOLVED – That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee:1) Received and noted the summary of issues identified in the workshop on the
23rd October 2020 – attached as Appendix 2; and
2) Considered the draft recommendations arising from the workshop as described
in Appendix 1 and:
a. Approved that the recommendations identified in column 1 are
made to Cabinet for address in the Council’s strategies;
b. Approved that the recommendations identified in column 2 are
made to Cabinet for address in the Council’s services and
initiatives;
c. Approved that the Committee communicates the
recommendations identified in column 3 to the respective
organisations; and
d. Approved that recommendations in column 4 are taken forward
in the Committee’s Work Programme.

O&S/44

CUMBRIA HEALTH SCRUTINY COMMITTEE UPDATE
The Vice Chairman, Councillor Helen Chaffey, provided a verbal update on the work of
the Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee to Members. The Vice Chairman highlighted
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problems with delayed transfer of care from hospital to home in some areas. Some more
positive news was in relation to the COVID-19 vaccine rollout that was under way and
going well at present.
RESOLVED – That the update be noted.

O&S/45

CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE
The Chairman of the Committee and Monitoring Officer provided an update to Members.
The Chairman suggested that the next Committee meeting due to be held on 05 February
2021 be cancelled, as the Quarter 3 Finance Update Report was the only item of business
on the agenda. As an alternative option, the Lead Finance Specialist and Section 151
Officer offered to provide a briefing session to Members prior to the item being heard at
Cabinet on 03 February 2021, and debated at full Council on 23 February 2021. All
Members were content with this suggestion. Any significant feedback from the briefing
would then be passed on as appropriate.
RESOLVED – That the Overview and Scrutiny Committee:1) Receive a briefing by the Lead Finance Specialist and Section 151 Officer
prior to the next Council meeting for Members to review the Quarter 3
Finance Update Report; and
2) The next Committee meeting due to be held on 05 February 2021 should be
cancelled.

The meeting ended at 5.19 p.m.
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Item No.7
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday, 23 April 2021

South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership
Review 2020/21
Portfolio:

Health, Wellbeing and Financial Resilience Portfolio Holder

Report from:

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Alec Proffitt, Policy Officer, Barrow Borough Council

Wards:

All

Forward Plan:

Not applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

To provide the Overview and Scrutiny Committee with an update on current projects
and future developments for the South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership (CSP).
Cumbria is one of the safest counties in England in which to live, work and visit. South
Lakeland remains one of the two safest Districts within Cumbria. Members will have a
greater understanding of the work of the partnership and how the current priorities are
being tackled within South Lakeland and Barrow.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that Overview and Scrutiny:(1)

Receive and endorse the report, noting the contribution made through
the CSP to the SLDC Council Plan target: “working with partners to
reduce domestic violence, alcohol related crime, substance misuse, child
sexual exploitation and anti-social behaviour.”

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

The South Cumbria CSP is an amalgamation of South Lakeland and Barrow CSP’s
and was formally agreed on 25 January 2017. Cumbria is covered by three CSP’S, in
the South, West and North of the county. Each CSP covers two District areas.

3.2

The CSP aims to reduce crime and provide reassurance to our communities through
partnership working between public, private and voluntary sectors. It does this through
identifying priorities which are related to crime figure analysis, trends, consultation and
the Crime and Community Safety Strategic Assessment for its Partnership Plan. If
identified as necessary, sub-groups are then formed to concentrate on specific areas
which require further work to be undertaken. Previously, the CSP received funding
from the PCC to fund delivery of identified projects through partner organisations, that
funding has now stopped.

3.3

The CSP Chair is currently Cllr Suzie Pye (SLDC) who was elected in January 2020.
“We are very fortunate to live in one of the safest parts of the country but we cannot
be complacent. We face challenges around all of the CSP’s priority areas but the
partnership’s plan sets out practical ways of working together to deliver action to make
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a difference in those areas.” The vice chair is currently Police Superintendent Matt
Pearman. There are usually four CSP meetings per annum. However due to the impact
of COVID -19, there were two meetings held remotely on 27th April 2020 and 18th
November 2020.
3.4

In the 2019-20 Partnership Plan, the CSP agreed to focus on 5 local priorities:
protecting vulnerable people, domestic abuse, substance abuse and drug supply,
violent crime and anti-social behaviour.
At the November 2020 meeting, it was agreed to make slight amendments to the plan,
these are detailed as follows:

Priority: Protecting Vulnerable People

Protecting vulnerable people and domestic abuse aims were combined as one priority.
This recognised that Safer Cumbria would be taking the lead on domestic abuse in the
future. Additionally, protecting children from abuse was added as a key deliverable.


Priority: Alcohol and Drug Abuse/ Supply and Violent Crime

Substance abuse / drug supply and Violent Crime aims were combined as one priority.


Priority: Anti -Social Behaviour

This priority remained the same.


Priority: Emerging Community Safety Issues

An addition to the Partnership Plan, to ensure the CSP has the flexibility to be
responsive and is able to tackle developing situations which require a swift and
preventative approach


Priority: Rural Crime

An addition to the Partnership Plan, to ensure the needs of rural communities are
mainstreamed through partnership working.
3.5

At the November 2020 CSP meeting, it was agreed future meetings would be attended
by CSP statutory bodies only, including South Lakeland District Council, Barrow
Borough Council, Cumbria County Council, South Cumbria Police, OPCC , CCG,
Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service, Cumbria Probation Trust and CRC. This would
allow a more strategic approach.

•

Previously, other agencies have been invited as the CSP had PCC funding to
distribute. Now that the PCC no longer funds this, it was necessary to review how the
partnership works and to ensure the CSP remains effective.

•

All other agencies are encouraged to engage through the Local Focus Hubs which are
seen as the operational arm of the CSP. It is vitally important that everyone still has a
voice.

3.6

How safe is Cumbria? The Crime and Community Safety Strategic Assessment for
Cumbria 2019-20 states: Cumbria is a relatively safe place in which to live, work and
visit. In many areas, levels of crime and community safety issues are better than that
experienced nationally and / or the North West region.
South Lakeland residents’ top five concerns are:
(1) drug dealing / taking:
(2) anti-social behaviour;
(3) antisocial driving behaviour ;
(4) theft of agricultural machinery and / or livestock;
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(5) criminal damage and vandalism.
3.7

The latest crime statistics for South Lakeland (from Cumbria Constabulary) are
detailed below. The Police state that there are two significant contributory factors to
rising crime. Firstly, the continued increase in confidence from members of the public
to report what has happened and secondly, statistics have been impacted by greater
compliance by officers with crime recording practices. This is something which has
been recognised nationally by the Office of National Statistics.

3.8

South Lakeland crime overview – 3 year review
It should be noted that crime recording changes in 2018 had an impact on how crime
incidents were classified. Therefore it is not possible to compare data over three
consecutive years for all crime.
201718

2018-19

2019-20

% change
1 year

All Recorded Crime

5260

5647

7.4

Burglary (Residential)

191

366

91.6

Burglary (Business & Community)

180

221

22.8

Violence against the person

1875

2221

18.5

36

35

-2.8

410

629

53.4

Controlling/coercive behaviour

18

Stalking and harassment
Domestic violence incidents

898

1021

994

-2.6

Domestic violence (repeat victims)

344

322

370

14.9

Sexual Offences

290

226

-22.1

Antisocial behaviour

1248

932

-25.3

Youth antisocial behaviour

347

352

1.4

Drug Offences (trafficking &
possession)

130

178

159

-10.7

Alcohol –related (all crime)

829

962

792

-17.7

Violence against person (alcohol)

506

605

515

-14.9

Sexual offences (alcohol-related)

43

49

46

-6.1

Theft of a motor vehicle

54

55

59

7.3

Theft from a motor vehicle

114

111

154

38.7

Business crime

882

907

828

-5.8

Criminal damage

633

703

640

-9.0

Fire Safety

193

234

227

-3.0

Road Casualties

415

321

353

10.0

Data from the Cumbria Crime and Community Strategic Assessment 2019-20.
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3.9

Potential impact of COVID-19
Initial findings reported by the Crime and Strategic Assessment Cumbria 2019-20
suggest that overall crime levels are likely to reduce as a result of the Coronavirus
pandemic. The underlying reason for this is likely to be reduced opportunities for
certain offences, with people working from home and people spending more time at
home during lockdown periods and the closure of the night-time economy. However,
the emerging themes (drug and alcohol misuse, mental health, domestic violence)
may have a lasting and significant impact on the safety and wellbeing of
communities.

3.10

In the past 12 months South Cumbria CSP has:



Continued to develop a joined up and collaborative problem solving approach.



Continued to work closely with the Local Focus Hubs in Barrow and South Lakeland
for a multi-agency approach to local, tactical issues. Support is available for issues
relating to alcohol and drug addiction, domestic violence, mental health and various
emerging issues.



Amended priorities and partnership members to ensure the partnership remains
effective.

3.11

The following projects were funded, and actions undertaken, to tackle CSP priorities
Anti-social behaviour and substance abuse:


£6451.20 funded award to Drop Zone Youth Projects to deliver outreach and
detached provision in and around Barrow Town Centre. Partners agreed to work
together to promote health and wellbeing, raise aspirations and improve life
chances for people living in the area.
Substance abuse and drug supply:



£2000 awarded to Cumbria Alcohol and Drug Advisory Service (CDAS) to deliver
on-line drug/alcohol awareness training for those who may be using or affected by
substances.



£6000 awarded to The Well to give support to people recovering from drug and
alcohol addiction through therapy, counselling, peer mentoring, employment
training and social activities.
Protecting vulnerable people and domestic abuse:



£1790 awarded to Cumbria Neighbourhood Watch Association to install video
doorbells to protect “high risk” victims of crime and Domestic Abuse.



£1000 awarded to Birchill Trust towards their feeling Safe, Standing Strong project.
Aimed at Year 9 pupils this would involve a general assembly followed by a series
of workshops for the most vulnerable pupils identified by the school.
It is noted that as there will be no further funding for projects, the fund balance is
at £416.34.



Barrow Community Cohesion Group
The Task and Finish Group was set up to tackle community cohesion challenges
and looking at how to focus on hate crimes and child exploitation. The perception
was public confidence in the police was low. This raised concerns about lack of
reporting. Issues around reporting hate crime, a lack of reporting, public not sure
how to report, low confidence in reporting and general under reporting.
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3.12

Other activities supported by South Cumbria CSP:


Safer Cumbria and South Cumbria CSP.



The wider Safer Cumbria structure includes regular meetings between CSP
chairs, the chairs of other Safer Cumbria crime theme task groups (domestic
violence, alcohol, reoffending and sexual violence) and an officer from the
PCC’s staff. This has proved beneficial to CSP chairs and coordinators allowing
for an exchange of ideas, and providing opportunities for cross CSP and
thematic working.



Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHR’s)
The key purpose of undertaking a DHR is to enable lessons to be learned from
homicides where a person is killed as a result of domestic violence and abuse.
In order for these lessons to be learned as widely and thoroughly as possible,
professionals need to be able to understand fully what happened in each
homicide, and most importantly, what needs to change in order to reduce the
risk of such tragedies happening in the future. Overall responsibility to call a
DHR panel and to report on findings to the Home Office is with the Community
Safety Partnership Chair. Safer Cumbria have produced a comprehensive DHR
guidance document showing clear responsibilities for the DHR process. Each
review will inevitably incur financial costs and in 2013 an agreement was
reached by the Cumbrian CSPs to establish a pooled fund which would be used
to finance DHRs. The pooled fund is held by Cumbria County Council who are
responsible for invoicing partners and agreeing payments with the CSP
coordinators.
Cumbria wide initiatives supported by the CSP:



Prevent is a national programme to combat terrorism using the 4 P’s: pursue,
prevent, protect and prepare. Information and updates have been provided at
CSP meetings and work is continuing with key partners around this agenda.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

N/A

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

There are no alternative options suggested to members. This report provides
information on a statutory body, but is not subject to a decision.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

This report links to the Council Plan target: “working with partners to reduce domestic
violence, alcohol related crime, substance misuse, child sexual exploitation and
antisocial behaviour.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

BBC act as accountable body for the partnership and hold and administer all funding
as directed by the CSP.
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Amount (Per annum to
March 2021)

Purpose

Organisation

£15000

Contribution to costs of CSP coordinator in administering the CSP
and delivering on projects.

BBC

Human Resources
7.2

BCC now provides the coordination of the CSP and administrative support. This is
funded through the OPCC. No other specific BCC issues have been identified.

Legal
7.3

This report relates to statutory responsibilities detailed in the Crime and Disorder Act
1998, the Police and Justice Act 2006 and the Policing and Crime Act 2009 (Section
108)

7.3.1

There remains a statutory requirement for CSPs to produce a Strategic Assessment,
currently undertaken by the Cumbria Intelligence Observatory and an annual
Partnership Plan.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

A social, economic and environmental assessment has not been carried out.

Have you completed and Health, Social,
Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment?

Yes ☐

No ☒

If yes, please confirm that it is attached to the
report in the appendices.

Yes ☐

No ☐

Equality and Diversity
7.7

An equality and diversity assessment has not been carried out. This report does not
relate to a proposal or require a decision.

Have you completed an Equality Impact
Analysis?

Yes ☐

No ☒

If yes, please confirm that it is attached to the
report in the appendices.

Yes ☐

No ☒

If you have not completed an Impact
Assessment, please explain your reasons.

See above 7.7

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

There are no significant risks
associated with updating this
committee on the work of South
Lakeland CSP

Not applicable

Not applicable
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Appendix 1
Priority - Protecting vulnerable people and

Priority – Alcohol and Drug abuse/ supply

Aims: To help safeguard people against being exploited and
abused and support those with mental health problems.

Aims: Raise awareness amongst young people and
reduce the number of bad decisions made by improving
their decision making.

Domestic Abuse

Key deliverables:
• Identify and support vulnerable victims at
risk of crime or exploitation.
• Improve the confidence of victims to
report hate crime and provide support for
victims.
•Protecting children from abuse.
• Supporting Safer Cumbria who will take
the lead on protecting our communities
against domestic abuse through
education and support.
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Priority - Anti-social behaviour
Aims: To work with the local focus hubs
to reduce anti-social behaviour where it
occurs.
Key deliverables:
• Target vulnerable locations through
multi agency intervention.
• Increase public confidence in the ability
of partners to deal with crime and antisocial behaviour.
• Support targeted diversionary activities
to reduce the likelihood of young people
being involved in ASB.

and violent crime

South Cumbria Community Safety Partnership Plan
Keep Keeping South Cumbria a safe place to live, work and visit
South Cumbria is one of the safest places in the country. How do we make it even safer?
Along with Community Safety Partnerships in the North and West of Cumbria, we work to prevent and reduce crime, protect the
most vulnerable from harm, and make our county even safer for residents.
The CSP is a statutory multi-agency partnership which includes South Lakeland District Council; Barrow Borough Council; Cumbria
County Council; South Cumbria Police; Office of the Police Crime Commissioner; Clinical Commissioning Group; Cumbria Fire and
Rescue; and Cumbria Probation. We believe that working within local communities to develop initiatives that focus on prevention,
early help and education is the most effective method to achieve our goals.

Key deliverables:
• Fewer young people being involved
with drug supply.
• Support retailers and education in
relation to underage drinking and
proxy sales.
• Support victims of violence through
partnership working
•Work with partners to provide
education of alcohol misuse

Agencies working together can achieve far more than by working in isolation. We now have Local Tactical Hubs established in
Kendal and Barrow. A wide range of agencies meet to discuss those difficult problems that no one agency can solve on its own. To
address the issues that really matter it is important to understand what the problems are, what is causing them and what the best
way to address them is.
Of course, Covid-19 has been challenging for us all and we have had to adapt our way of working. A wide range of services and
support continues to be available throughout South Cumbria to respond to concerns about crime, anti-social behaviour and other
issues exacerbated by Covid-19 that can have an impact on community safety.
Domestic Abuse - For some people, home is not always a safe place, and lockdown may have presented opportunity for a harmful
domestic environment to thrive.
Anti-social behaviour is a broad term used to describe the day to day incidents of crime, nuisance and disorder – from litter and
vandalism, to public drunkenness or noisy or abusive neighbours. Some elements of the pandemic exacerbated ASB in some areas.
Fraud and Scams -Using the pandemic as an opportunity, fraudsters are using sophisticated methods to callously exploit people, so
it has never been more important to communicate a message of vigilance.
ccccccc
The South Community Safety Partnership working together and with your help, will make South Cumbria feel, and be, even safer.

Cllr Suzie Pye

Chair, South Cumbria CSP

Priority – Emerging Community Safety issues
Aims: To work with our community to ensure the CSP has the flexibility to be
responsive.
Key deliverables:
•Responding to developing situations which require a swift and preventative
approach.

Priority – Ensure the needs

of rural communities are
mainstreamed within our
partnership working
Aims: To work with all of our
communities.

Key deliverables:
• Communicate and engage with
rural communities, building on the
work already undertaken.
• Increase awareness of the need to
report rural crimes.
• Reduce the risk of crime through the provision of crime
prevention advice and security measures.

Keep yourself and others safe:
Cyber-crime- continues to rise in scale and complexity. Top 3 tips are:1. Choose, use and protect your passwords carefully
2. Protect mobile devices with a pin and look after them in public places
3. Always download software, operating systems and app updates as these
frequently contain security improvements
For more information see www.getsafeonline.org
Report any hate crime – crimes committed against someone because of their
disability, transgender-identity, race, religion or belief, or sexual orientation are
hate crimes and should be reported to the police. For more information see
www.cumbria.police.uk/report-it/hate-crime-reporting.
Know the signs of domestic abuse and that help is available – call crime stoppers
anytime to anonymously report abuse on 0800 555 111. For more information
about domestic abuse see www.crimestoppers-uk.org/www.cumbria.police.uk
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If you are in an abusive relationship and would like support or advice contact the
following numbers: - National Domestic Violence Helpline 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, on 0808 2000 247 - Men’s Advice Line is available Monday to Friday
9am-5pm, on 0808 801 0327.
Modern Slavery and Human Trafficking is the movement of people by means such
as force, fraud, coercion or deception, with the aim of exploiting them. It is a form
of modern slavery. Trafficked people have little choice in what happens to them and
often suffer abuse due to violence and threats made against them or their families.
We need to ensure we are all confident in the processes around dealing with
victims.
You can get in touch with the Police on 101 - if it’s an emergency please dial 999
You can contact Crime stoppers on 0800 555 111 on via online form at
www.crimestoppers-uk.org and give information anonymously.

Case Study 1: Brathay Trusts South Cumbria Resilience Project has worked in partnership
with other agencies, such as the police and community youth providers to identify those
young people across Kendal and South Lakeland who were most at risk. This could be
from becoming victims of grooming and exploitation, they have experienced domestic
abuse or there was a possibility of them committing anti-social behaviour or violent
crime. A combination of one to one work and detached youth work supported young
people to make positive lifestyle choices by improving emotional health increased
resilience and capacity to cope, and an increase in positive and supportive relationships
between young people and their local community.
Case Study 2: Drop Zone Youth Projects Barrow town centre is amongst the 10% most
disadvantaged in the country. The Local Authorities and key third sector partners agreed
to work together on a long-term project to promote health and wellbeing, raise
aspirations and improve life chances for people living in the town centre. The aim was to
reduce anti-social behaviour and work alongside partners to provide an inclusive service
that gave young people options. This project targeted 76 young people, to deliver vital
intervention and preventative work to decrease escalation rates which then put pressure
on statutory services.
Case Study 3: Rural crimes often hit us in spurts and target specific geographical areas.
Funding for 15 tracker kits for quad bikes provided farmers with an electronic data
tagging system These trackers will be a great use to assist officers in dealing with rural
crimes and recovering stolen bikes and tracking down those responsible and bringing
them to justice.
Case Study 4: The hubs in Kendal and Barrow are an example of just what can be
achieved through partnership working. Through targeted multi-agency work residents can
access information and advice and support schemes. Support is available from a range of
community agencies for issues relating to alcohol and drug addiction, domestic violence,
mental health and various other emerging issues. This makes the area a better place to
live for all.

Anti-social behaviour covers a wide range of unacceptable activity that causes harm to
an individual, to their community or to their environment. If you are experiencing
problems with anti-social behaviour, or have any concerns about it, or other community
safety issues, you should call the non-emergency number, 101. For noise issues contact
your local council. In an emergency always call 999.
Follow your local council, the police or Cumbria Community Messaging to stay up-to-date
with local issues and advice. If you have been a victim of crime there are organisations
who offer free and confidential services to help you move forward. See the
website:www.cumbriatogether.com for information on local support available. You can
also contact Victim Support free of charge on 0808 1689 111.

For more information please email the South Cumbria CSP coordinator:
jsmith@barrowbc.gov.uk

Item No.8
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday, 23 April 2021

Implementation of the Council’s Climate Change
Policy - Annual update
Portfolio:

Climate Emergency and Localism Portfolio Holder

Report from:

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Simon Blyth/Hannah Girvan – Strategy Specialists

Wards:

(All Wards);

Forward Plan:

Not applicable

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

This report outlines the development of the Council’s Climate Change Action Plan over
the last 12 months. It explains the data behind the council’s carbon emissions, how the
action plan is managed and what actions are being taken to reduce emissions towards
a carbon neutral position for the Council by 2030 and the District by 2037.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that Overview and Scrutiny:(1) Note the progress on the Climate Change Action Plan; and
(2) Engage with the Plan’s development and promote outcomes limiting carbon
emissions and supporting residents to play their part.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

South Lakeland District Council has been a leader in the response to climate change
in Cumbria and the Bay area. The Council is a key member of the Zero Cumbria
Carbon Partnership, has worked with the Lake District National Park Authority and
other Districts across the Bay and Cumbria and with stakeholders and communities to
raise awareness of and respond to the climate emergency. It was an early adopter and
champion of the 2037 Zero Carbon target for Cumbria which has now been adopted
by Cumbria Districts, and latterly the County Council. It supported the pioneering
Kendal Citizens Jury which is now being rolled out across the County. The Climate
emergency has become a key influence on Government and stakeholder decisions
across the County and the strong leadership by South Lakeland on this issue has
helped to drive this. A key element of this is showing the way by reducing our own
emissions. In June 2020 South Lakeland District Council publically launched its
Climate Change Action Plan, which set out the Council’s commitment to address
climate change. We have set ourselves the ambitious target of becoming a carbon
neutral council by 2030. 3.2 This update shows our progress with our own council
emissions and other work done in 2020/21.

3.3

Our total scope 1 emissions (all direct emissions from the activities of SLDC or under
our control, including fuel combustion on site such as gas boilers, fleet vehicles), and
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scope 2 emissions (indirect emissions from electricity purchased and used by SLDC created during the production of the energy) for the financial year 2019/20 were 2475.5
tonnes of CO2 equivalent. This was a slight fall of 67 tonnes from the previous year.

Figure 1 shows how SLDC emissions have fallen year on year since our baseline year of 2012/13.

3.4

We continue to see a fall in emissions year on year, but need to accelerate this
progress to achieve our aim of carbon neutrality by 2030.

Figure 1 shows how these emissions are broken down by the main sectors of electricity, gas, and transport

3.5

Figure 2 shows our electricity emissions have fallen – however this is largely due to
the decarbonisation of the grid across the UK. Notwithstanding this our electricity has
fallen from the highest carbon emitting factor to the lowest within 8 years. SLDC’s gas
emissions have fallen slightly, but our transport remains high.

3.6

If we break this down further we can see where SLDC’s main emissions are from:
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Figure 2 shows our energy usage broken down by sector as a percentage of the total emissions.

3.7

This chart shows our waste collection wagons remain the biggest emitters of carbon,
with nearly half of our emissions. Leisure Centres are the next largest, with our offices
and other buildings following closely. It is important to remember that this data is from
April 2019 until March 2020, so the impact of Covid 19 will be minimal. This means
next year’s data will see far more changes.

3.8

SLDC is committed to delivering our climate change action plan and climate change is
one of our 4 council priorities in our new Council Plan. Although we are in the early
stages of work towards our ambitious carbon reduction target, we have seen a lot of
movement already with our Climate Change Action Plan.

3.9

Our 40 point Climate Change Action Plan will take us to the target dates of Carbon
Neutrality by 2030 (within our own operations) and for the district by 2037. 20 officers
are responsible for these actions, and the Plan is updated each quarter for the Board.

3.10

The Climate Change Board meet quarterly with members including the Leader of the
Council, the Portfolio Holders for Climate Emergency, Housing, Customer and
Commercial Services and People. Officers include the Chief Executive, Director of
Strategy, Innovation and Resources and Strategy Specialists.

3.11

SLDC has a Climate Change Project Team of officers with a range of specialisms, who
meet fortnightly to discuss and work on aspects of the Action Plan. There is capacity
to enlist and involve other officers as and when appropriate.
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3.12

There is also an internal network of officers who meet every two months to share ideas,
ask questions and hear speakers (internal and external) around the climate agenda.
They have created a SharePoint Page full of inspiration and ideas.

3.13

Updates for our 2030 Target:

3.14

SLDC are using an energy and transport data management system called Pilio, which
provides up to date information and monitors carbon emissions. This software enables
us to produce graphs showing the energy usage in our buildings and transport and
monitor performance over time.

3.15

The Energy Saving Trust carried out an analysis of our grey (business travel) and our
operational fleet (bin lorries and vans) to see if there are opportunities for saving
carbon. Based on the data supplied, the SLDC fleet as a whole produced 1,232 tonnes
of CO2e emissions. The report concludes that SLDC has an opportunity to reduce
annual CO2e emissions by 48.22 tonnes and costs by over £8,776, through the
following actions:

•

Purchase a battery electric vehicle (BEV) pool car to replace 10,000 grey fleet
miles and reduce the carbon emissions from grey fleet travel by 1.22t CO2e/year
(see section 6.2).

•

Introduce fuel management and driver performance indicators saving up to
£4,932 and 11.7t CO2e/year

•

Introduce ten small and medium van battery electric vehicles (BEV), subject to
verification of maximum daily mileage and opportunity for recharging. This would
save £2,820 per year in total and 32.9t CO2e/year

3.16

There is work currently ongoing to produce a daily speeding report for the operational
fleet and a training programme for drivers was completed earlier this year. The council
are developing a new green travel protocol based on reducing personal car use for
business travel and instead using electric pool cars or public transport, walking or
cycling, sharing lifts or holding meetings online.

3.17

We have solar panels installed now on 3 of our sites – and another 3 are to follow. We
are carrying out a full assessment of our buildings to create a road map to zero
emissions.

3.18

We have provided 4 full day training sessions on Carbon Literacy and climate change
for officers and members and we are currently providing 10 shorter bitesize courses of
1.5 hours per session.

3.19

Updates for the 2037 District Wide Targets:

3.20

The Council ran a Climate Community Fund in Autumn 2020: This proved to be very
popular, with 19 applications bidding for a share of the £20,000 pot. The 10 successful
projects were:

Amount Given

Organisation

Project Name

£

4,000.00

Cumbria Wildlife Trust

£

1,500.00

The Friends of Nobles
Rest

£

2,000.00

Kendal Town Council

Foulshaw Moss Nature Reserve – a habitat that
locks away carbon and South Lakeland’s best
weapon against climate change.
Town View Fields: Natural Flood Management
Project Phase 2. Public amenity, aesthetic and
biodiversity.
Kendal's Climate Change Citizens Jury - Delivering
the recommendations
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£

940.00

£

1,800.00

£

1,507.00

£

4,000.00

£

1,750.00

£

1,500.00

£

816.00

3.21

Gill Banks Action Group
- Parish Council
Burneside Community
energy
Ambleside Action for a
Future
South Cumbria Rivers
Trust
Kendal Cycle Club

Rewilding Gill Banks in 2021

GCAN (Light Up Lives
CIC)
Coniston Parish Council

Seedlings | Nurturing a peninsula of home grown
food
Replacement LED Streetlights

Connecting carbon in Burneside
Warmer Homes for Ambleside
Cool Rivers
Adult Cycle training

The Council commissions Cumbria Action for Sustainability (CAfS) to work with
communities in South Lakeland to reduce their carbon emissions:
Action since 2019:

•

Ambleside to Zero project – Carbon footprinting and carbon reduction support for
residents and businesses, a community renewable energy scheme (including a
ground-breaking
whole
town
solar
PV
assessment),
Community
engagement/behaviour/influence with hard to reach sectors

•

Expanding an informative online resource: the CAfS low carbon knowledge hub

•

Online webinars for residents and businesses throughout 2020 and through 2021
exploring low carbon homes, business events and sharing lessons learned.

•

CAfS facilitate the Zero carbon Cumbrian Partnership and won a £2.5 million
National Lottery award: https://cafs.org.uk/our-projects/zero-carbon-cumbriaprogramme to help finance this work.

3.22

Kendal Town Council successfully managed to organise the UK’s first fully online
Citizen’s Jury on Climate Change. Asking the question to the Jury “What should Kendal
do about climate change?” resulted in 27 recommendations which are being
incorporated into the different local government tier plans and among businesses and
residents within Kendal. SLDC has written a response to the recommendations for the
actions that we will incorporate into our action plan where possible https://www.kendalclimatejury.org/

3.23

SLDC have identified an existing toolkit called the Greening Campaign which enables
Town and Parish Councils to plan and start their own actions within their closer
communities. A friendly, fun based approach towards carbon reduction and selfgoverned action. An online meeting for all town and parish councils was held on 16th
March by SLDC to go over the basics of the campaign and answer questions. So far
Ulverston Town Council, the Cartmel Peninsula under Grange TC and being led by
PEAT (Peninsula Environmental Action Together), Staveley and Ings and Duddon
Parish Council have signed up to participate in this campaign and we are supporting
them and staying in touch with their progress. Regular updates have been included in
the new locality newsletters to all town and parish councils. We will look to put on
another online meeting later this year to encourage further take up.
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3.24

SLDC in association with the University of Manchester held a month long schools
competition to create a motivating and inspiring poster to help people act on climate
change – there were over 100 entrants and the winning posters will be displayed on
our bin wagons.

3.25

The council have commissioned a company called Ricardo to look into our offsetting
potential ( to absorb carbon via land use, land use change and forestry) for improved
land management on council owned land, as well as district wide. Offsetting is required
to support our carbon neutral target.

3.26

SLDC continues to support small businesses through part funding Green Audits with
the Green Small Business Scheme. We have also had the first round of Future Fixers
– supporting new starter businesses with climate and efficiency friendly support.

3.27

The Council have signed up to a social value portal which will enable officers simply
and effectively to score potential contractors on their carbon cutting credentials as well
as monitor emissions as they progress through the contract. This will help cut
emissions in the council’s supply chain and is a big step forward.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

There is a quarterly Board meeting to discuss and assess progress and an annual
report to Overview and Scrutiny. There have been three rounds of climate conversation
meetings around the District. Consultation with Cumbria Action For Sustainability,
other local partners and District councils has taken place and a variety of stakeholders
are represented on the Climate Change group.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

The Council could choose not to adopt a climate change target, or to adopt a later date
to achieve carbon neutrality by 2040 or 2045.
Clearly there is a grave global risk in failing to address the challenges of Climate
Change in increased severe weather events and flooding, increased refugee flows,
competition for water resources, impacts on food production and many others. The
actions South Lakeland takes must be seen in the context of global solutions to a global
problem. However the global issue will only be addressed if local communities, local
authorities, County and sub-regional bodies and national Governments take ownership
of it. South Lakeland’s actions, whilst they may have limited impacts in themselves,
help to build resolve and influence others. Non-adoption of a target or adoption of later
targets would reduce the impetus for action locally.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

SLDC’s Council Plan adopted in December 2021 sets a strategic priority of meeting
the challenge of Climate Change under the theme: Addressing the climate emergency
– a carbon neutral South Lakeland.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

Achievement of these targets will require major changes to many different areas of
Council activities to be progressively phased in over the next 10-17 years, it is not
possible to give accurate costing’s at this stage. Future financial and budget planning
in most areas of Council activities will have to take into account the cost of reducing
carbon emissions.

Human Resources
7.2

A full-time member of staff has been employed to coordinate carbon reduction and
steer implementation of the climate action plan. All staff to engage and take
responsibility to enable change to a low carbon organisation.
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Legal
7.3

The UK Government has committed to making the UK Net Carbon Zero by 2050
through the Climate Change Act 2008 (2050 Target Amendment) Order 2019). The
Government has also introduced the Environment Bill 2020 to make provision about
targets, plans and policies for improving the natural environment.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
is a summary briefing report – there are no new actions.

7.6

Summary of health, social, economic and environmental impacts: N/A

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
is a summary briefing report – there are no new actions.

7.9

Summary of equality and diversity impacts: N/A

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

Failing to address climate
change will result in grave global
impacts

Including: increased
severe weather events
and flooding, increased
refugee flows, competition
for water resources,
impacts on food
production and many
others

Implement an action plan
to reduce the council and
districts greenhouse gas
emissions.

Contact Officers
Hannah Girvan Sustainability Coordinator, 01539 793353
Hannah.Girvan@southlakeland.gov.uk
Simon Blyth Strategy Specialist, 01539 793262
s.blyth@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Climate Change Action Plan document

Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer
CMT

Date sent
26/3/21
26/3/21
26/3/21
26/3/21
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Date Signed off
06/04/2021
06/04/2021
06/04/2021
08/04/2021

Circulated to
Lead Specialist
Human Resources Lead Specialist
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
26/3/21
26/3/21
26/3/21
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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South Lakeland District Council

Climate Change
Action Plan

May 2020
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South Lakeland District Council’s
Climate Change Action Plan
Climate change poses one of the greatest threats to humanity and we are already seeing some
of its very severe impacts around the world. An increase in global temperatures has led to more
forest fires, extreme droughts, flooding, and storm events that are all threatening human lives
and livelihoods across the globe. Since the millennium we have had 20 of the 22 hottest years
on record.
Figure 1 shows how the average temperatures have changed since records began in
1884.

Figure 1: Graph showing warmer years in red and cooler years in blue. (Metoffice, 2018)

Cumbria too in recent years has had to deal with the impacts of a changing climate. Three
flooding events in 10 years, including Storm Desmond, caused damage and disruption across
Cumbria highlighting the vulnerability of our area. These storms statistically were expected to
be one in a 100-year flood events, but were predictable with climate change trends: which
highlight that we should expect more frequent flooding in the future. We can expect hotter,
drier summers, rising sea levels and more frequent extreme weather events. April 2020 has
been the driest April on record with Levens Hall, Kendal having 11.6mm of rainfall compared to
the average of 65.7mm and the summer looks set to be one of the hottest and driest on record
(UK Metoffice).
These weather events threaten people’s lives, properties and health but also have a longer-term
impact on people’s physical, emotional and financial livelihoods.
This is a global issue that has been caused by an increase in greenhouse gas emissions; South
Lakeland must work with the rest of the world to address our emissions and mitigate the
impacts of climate change. The International Panel on Climate Change (2018 report)
recommended we must limit global warming to 1.5oC to limit the negative impacts on
humanity. This would entail a global reduction in carbon emission of 45% by 2030, and
becoming carbon-neutral by 2050. South Lakeland (and Cumbria) are embracing these targets,
and looking to go further and faster. As this is a global issue - we must all do what we can to
reduce our carbon footprint and lead by example showing that a low carbon world is not only
possible, but essential and desirable.
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Figure 2 shows the UK’s plan to be carbon-neutral by 2050 and why it is so
important that we act now.

Figure 2: Infographic from the Committee on Climate Change (2019)
page 4
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South Lakeland and Cumbria have an opportunity to lead the world into a new low carbon
future, which is beneficial to all -giving us a more beautiful, cleaner Cumbria, where the
economy thrives with the growth of green industries, sustainable tourism blooms appreciating
the natural beauty and local cultures of the area, and residents take pride in their local area,
buying local produce and helping meet our sustainable goals.

South Lakeland District Council’s role
In February 2019 South Lakeland District Council (SLDC) declared a climate emergency - its
Council Plan committing the council to “working to achieve a carbon-neutral South Lakeland”.
Our 2019 climate change policy acknowledges that climate change is occurring, that manmade greenhouse gas emissions are a primary cause and that climate change will continue to
have far-reaching effects on people and places, the economy, society and environment in the
district, across the UK and the world.
The council seeks to maximise the social, economic and environmental benefits which come
from combating, and developing resilience to, climate change and developing a sustainable
economy.
South Lakeland District Council’s ambition is to be a “carbon-neutral” council by 2030.
SLDC has also signed up to the Cumbria Joint Public Health Strategy: To become a “carbonneutral” County and to mitigate the likely impact of existing climate change. SLDC have
confirmed a target date for South Lakeland of 2037. To achieve this, over the next decade, we
need to rethink how we live, work and invest in the District.
The council believes that becoming carbon-neutral will improve our quality of life in South
Lakeland and help to build new green, clean growth opportunities for our economy.
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Co-beneﬁts of addressing the climate emergency
The council’s approach will be through collaboration and seeking co-benefits and positive
outcomes. An example of a co-benefit is that moving towards more active travel to tackle airquality also has benefits for physical health and mental wellbeing, as well as reducing carbon
emissions, helping to make towns more attractive and safer places to be. Sustainability,
economic growth, alleviating poverty and tackling climate change can all be complementary
and interlinked.

Figure 3: An example of the co-benefits with health (the BMJ,2016)
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South Lakeland District Council’s carbon
footprint
The carbon footprint measures greenhouse gas emissions that are under the council’s direct
control. This includes the emissions from the council’s buildings, fleet vehicles and outsourced
services. SLDC currently emits around 2600 tonnes of greenhouse gases (GHG) annually – this is
largely from transport (waste and recycling and business transport), and our utilities (including
contactors such as Leisure Centres).
Figure 4 shows our energy usage broken down by sector as a percentage of the
total emissions.

Figure 4: SLDC's Carbon Footprint 2018/19 (see appendix 1 for the actual CO2 emissions by sector).

We have been measuring our GHG emissions in detail since 2010 and SLDC organisational
carbon emissions have seen a 50% decrease falling from 5259 tonnes in 2010 to 2611 tonnes in
2018/19 (see figure 5).
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SLDC's CO2e Emissions by Sector over time

Figure 5: SLDC Carbon emissions by sector over the last 10 years

This drop has come partly from increased efficiency throughout our estate, but also it must be
noted that for electricity the carbon factor used has reduced by nearly 40% in the UK due to an
increase in renewable energy in the energy mix of electricity UK wide (2016: 0.41205 kgCO2e
per KWh and 2019: 0.2556 kgCO2e per KWh). Additionally the council has sold some properties
so the size of the council’s estate has reduced. Therefore, while the council has made significant
progress on reducing emissions through mitigation actions, the greening of the national grid
and organisational changes have also had significant impacts.

What is the council measuring when it calculates its carbon
emissions?
Government guidelines categorise emissions as:
•

Scope 1: Direct emissions (such as council-owned vehicles or buildings)

•

Scope 2: Energy indirect emissions (such as bought-in electricity)

•

Scope 3: Other indirect (such as purchased materials)

Scopes 1 and 2 are recommended to be included in reporting; emissions falling under Scope 3
are optional. Needless to say, the more components that are considered ‘in scope’, the higher
the total emissions will be, as it will be closer to a realistic figure. The figures are best estimates
as we are trying to ‘measure the unmeasurable’ as best as possible.
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For SLDC we are measuring:
Scope 1: Emissions by authority owned vehicles and emissions from gas and oil boilers, the
energy used for operational work such as maintaining the parks
Scope 2: Grid electricity usage across the estate
Scope 3: Business travel, leased assets such as leisure centres and the emissions from some
contractor companies. In the future we are hoping to include water consumption and emissions
from other smaller contractors.
Figure 6: SLDC’s total emissions and forecasts

Figure 6: SLDC's target of 2030

SLDC have already reduced their carbon emissions by 50% since 2008 but would need to
accelerate that reduction to reach the target of zero carbon by 2030. The red line shows that
business as usual is not enough for reaching this target. With offsetting and a more ambitious
decrease of around 25% per annum we can reach our target of net-zero (orange dotted line),
although the actual year on year reductions may look very different as it will depend on the
impacts of unknown national policy and technological change.
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The whole of South Lakeland District’s
emissions
However, the council must go further than just its own operations to reduce emissions and will
support the District and the local community to lower its carbon footprint. We all play our part
in preventing the catastrophes associated with a warmer planet.
Cumbria as a whole have used Small World Consultancy to analyse our carbon footprint by
production and consumption so that it is clearer where and when we are producing
greenhouse gases (GHGs). They have concluded that if we are to achieve the Paris target of
1.5oC of warming Cumbria should aim to be carbon-neutral by 2037, which is what the South
Lakeland District are setting out to do.
Small World Consultancy produced one possible vision of a low-carbon Cumbria:

A vision for low-carbon Cumbria
The targets and recommendations that follow are intended as part of wider roadmap to a
better future for Cumbria. We imagine them to be implemented in ways that maximise cobenefits, especially in terms of health, community and economy. We now sketch out that
vision from the perspective of residents, visitors and businesses.
For residents
Although there are more visitors, it feels less crowded. People are spending less time on the
roads and have more freedom to take more exercise. The diets are improved, nutritionally
balanced and sustainably sourced. Homes are more comfortable to live in; warmer, safer,
and cheaper to run and more resilient to the climate crisis. Residents stay for longer, as there
is no need to move on for better pastures. Communities are more integrated thanks to
greater co-operation between residents, businesses and local government to improve
people’ s lives.
For visitors
Cumbria is more beautiful, quieter and cleaner. It’s exciting to visit because you can feel the
sustainability transition taking place here. It is easier than ever to leave the car behind. Bikes
(electric and conventional) are everywhere. There are fewer cars, and all are electric. The
roads in towns and countryside are cleaner, quieter and calmer. You can get any and every
kind of food you desire, but delicious, healthy, plant-based options are everywhere. People
come to Cumbria for a glimpse of a better future; tourism is thriving.
The stunning landscape looks all the more beautiful with more wildlife, more trees, less
erosion and no pollution in our lakes and rivers.
For businesses
The economy thrives with more jobs, especially in tourism, land management, and green
energy. Emphasis on the green economy sectors shows that Cumbria is leading the way
toward Net Zero, and this is a major attraction for young, educated workers to take up the
job opportunities the county has to offer in both new and traditional industries. The quality
of the environment is recognised as the best in England. Plenty of leisure time provides
opportunities for employees to live active healthy outdoor lives, and this is a major draw for
inward investment.
cont.
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Farming thrives, maintaining a strong link with our cultural heritage whilst taking a leading
role in its response to the emerging science on sustainable agriculture. Farming still
produces some high-quality meat as well as grazing for improved biodiversity, as well as an
increase in crop production where appropriate. Cumbria has an even stronger reputation
for high quality agricultural produce that commands a high price and is increasingly
exported.
Figure 7: A vision of a Low Carbon Cumbria – Small World Consulting 2019.

The Small World Consulting Report has taken a broad look at the emissions in Cumbria from
three different perspectives - extraction, production and consumption-based emissions allowing for analysis that prioritises industry and individuals. Because South Lakeland does not
have any planned extraction-based emissions we do not need to include that section here.

Production-based emissions:
Production-based emissions are the net emissions that are actually released in the South
Lakeland area, for example, those released in the burning of fossil fuels, or those released from
the production of electricity. The UK Government department BEIS (Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy) annually release each summer local authority carbon dioxide
emissions (no other GHGs). We are using data from 2017.
South Lakeland District (the geographical area) produces 665 Kilotonnes of carbon per year,
split quite evenly between industrial and commercial fuel use, domestic energy and transport.
We have also taken into account our potential for offsetting some essential carbon produced
through Land Use, Land Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF) which has the potential of saving
around 80 ktCO2e (Kilotonnes of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent).
Figure 8 shows South Lakeland’s production-based CO2 emissions compared to the
rest of Cumbria and ﬁgure 9 divides that by the total population to give a per capita
ﬁgure:

Figure 8: Total production-based CO2 emissions by sector, broken down by Cumbrian local authorities (from A
Carbon Baseline for Cumbria, A report by Small World Consulting Ltd, 2019)
page 12
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Figure 9: Production-based CO2 emissions by sector and region, per capita basis (from A Carbon Baseline for
Cumbria, A report by Small World Consulting Ltd, 2019)

Production-based emissions do not take into account the production of goods and services that
are used in the local area (by residents, visitors or industry) when they are produced elsewhere.
This is why it is important to look at the consumption-based emissions as well.

Consumption-based emissions:
Using data collected by Small World Consulting Ltd in 2018 we have an estimate of the
Greenhouse Gas ‘footprint’ for residents and visitors to Cumbria, this includes transport to and
from Cumbria, the food we eat, and the supply chain of everything that is bought or used. For
example, the carbon footprint of using a car is not only the fuel used but the carbon cost of
manufacturing and decommissioning the car as well. This gives a more complete and realistic
view of the impacts of residents, visitors and industries on the climate.
The figures are best estimates as it is nearly impossible to get accurate data for these tests,
which include the main greenhouse gases.
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Figure 10 shows the importance that tourism plays in our carbon emissions,
especially visitors travel to and from Cumbria.

Total consumption-based green house gas emissions in
Cumbria

Figure 10: Total consumption-based GHG emissions by category and customer for the whole of Cumbria (Small
World Consultancy Ltd).
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Figure 11 shows the average carbon footprint for a resident in South Lakeland. This
shows that changes across the board are needed to address our emissions. Personal
ﬂights were higher here than in other areas of the county.

The average emissions per South Lakeland resident

Figure 11: Per capita resident emissions broken down by category in South Lakeland
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The scale of the change in Cumbria required is shown in the graph below:
Figure 12 shows the change needed in all aspects of our lives to bring about netzero emissions by 2037 and includes the important role changes in land use will
play to be a carbon sink (an absorber of greenhouse gases).

Figure 12: Change needed to reach net-zero emissions by 2037

To achieve this target there are significant changes that must take place in our district, including
a 13% cut in CO2 energy each year and we would need to look at offsetting our carbon, aiming
for four-times as much offsetting each year.
Some of these changes may rely on advances in technology over the next 17 years, but many of
these changes we can start to implement much sooner. Here are some suggestions of what
changes will be needed and how they can be brought about:
Reduction in household fuel use – Improving insulation and efficiency within homes can
cut emissions and fuel bills: Cumbria Action for Sustainability (CAfS) can give advice and
training with this.
Electricity decarbonisation - For example, switching to a renewable energy provider,
installing a heat pump or solar panels instead of an oil system.
Reduction in carbon intensity of driving – For example switching to an electric or hybrid
vehicle. Try to prioritise active travel, and only travel when necessary. Switch your next holiday
to a local trip.
Reduction in residents driving – For example by using public transport, car share schemes,
cycling, and walking where possible.
Cut waste – For example plan meals to eliminate food waste, use up leftovers, be creative with
surplus food. Then use a compost bin/ wormery for any raw food waste left.
Make sustainable food choices – Think about the carbon footprint of the food you eat eg.
Buying locally, having less imported meat. Extend this to all consumption including clothes,
electronics and toiletries.
Cut in air freight - Buy locally grown/produce where possible to reduce the food miles and
carbon footprint of food.
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Reduction in emissions from visitors travelling to and from the area – encouraging
visitors to stay longer or reduce their carbon intensity of travelling to our district, using public
transport, buses and ferries, cycling and walking. Enjoy the area and see more by travelling in
different ways.

How are we going to achieve carbon neutrality?
The council has created an action plan, both for our own operations and for the wider district to
transition to carbon neutrality.
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Action Plan
The Action Plan is broken down into three sections:
1.

SLDC’s own operations and buildings.

2.

SLDC’s services and collaboration with partners.

3.

SLDC’s inﬂuence with stakeholders (including the local community and
national government).

To ensure the action plan remains valid until 2037, it will be reviewed on an annual basis. This
will allow the latest research, technologies and regulations to be incorporated over time, as well
as learning from previous actions. This flexible approach will allow new partners, collaborators
and stakeholders to continually contribute to the plan and its actions. The plan identifies key
objectives for achieving carbon neutrality and the steps we can take towards it.
Timescales for implementation are as follows:
1.

Short term: Actions that can start now and aim to complete within the first
three years of the plan (2020 – 2022)

2.

Medium term: Actions which require further development to be
implementable within years three to six of the plan (2023 – 2025).

3.

Long term: Actions that have dependencies or require substantial
development to be implementable within the final three years of the plan
(2026 – 2028).

4.

Ongoing: Actions that will need regular review throughout the 10-year plan.
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SLDC Climate Change Action Plan
Objective

Action

Timescale

SLDC’s own operations and buildings
Achieve required carbon
efficiencies at SLDC

Create a council project team and governance to implement
action plan.

Short term

Create a tailored carbon emissions database to inform
systematic reductions.
Devise a carbon emissions impact tool to support informed
and positive council decision making.
Achieve carbon neutrality in
Council buildings

Commission building by building reports on external and
internal measures with recommendations (utilising the
energy hierarchy: use less energy, improve your energy
efficiency, and create new energy from renewable sources).

Short term

Maximise water efficiency.
Assess the potential for
minimising emissions and
improving biodiversity on
SLDC owned land and assets

Commission report(s) on enhancing biodiversity of SLDC
land and parks, linking with our Green Infrastructure
Strategy, Local Nature Recovery Strategy and Nature
Recovery Networks.

Short term

Review streetlights and potential energy-saving technology.
Assess and implement
measures to significantly
reduce SLDC business travel
emissions

Develop and embed employee green travel protocol

Assess and implement
measures to significantly
reduce carbon emissions from
SLDC waste and recycling
service

Look at the efficiency of existing waste collection rounds
making changes where appropriate.

Short term

Investigate potential for electric vehicle and bike use for
employees on council business
Encourage councillors to minimise travel.
Long term

Investigate emerging technologies to support reduced
emissions.
Investigate enhanced recycling options (e.g. food waste)
Encourage community engagement with our recycling
service.

Assess and implement
measures to significantly
reduce carbon emissions from
SLDC contractors

Review procurement to optimise carbon-efficient
operations in council contractors.

Short term

Work with partner agencies
across Cumbria to share best
practice and achieve joint
outcomes

Invest and support in partnership working arrangements
across Cumbria.

Short term

Develop a productive and
positive interaction with
communities to stimulate
actions

Develop and implement a communications plan and seek to
proactively engage with the public.

Short term
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Objective

Action

Timescale

SLDC’s own operations and buildings (cont.)
Develop and implement a
carbon offsetting plan

Work with local partners to create an offsetting and
biodiversity strategy for SLDC.

Medium term

Oﬀ-setting: This plan prioritises carbon reduction measures to achieve our targets. However we recognise that it is currently not
possible to achieve zero carbon emissions solely through reducing our carbon usage, so we will look to offset our irreducible emissions
through working with partners such as the Lake District National Park at offsetting measures for example tree planting, biodiversity
creation and other options.

SLDC services and collaboration with partners
Review transport
arrangements, improving
travel, parking and roads in the
district to move to a greener
network

Review licensing and permits, encourage electric vehicles
and discourage vehicle idling.

Medium term

Install Electric Vehicle charge points and look in to discount
parking rates for low emission vehicles.
Encourage Cumbria County Council to improve pedestrian
and cycle routes across the district and support a review of
public transport.
Facilitate cycle hire provision, including electric bikes.

Encouraging all festivals and
events to be low carbon

Request sustainability plans for our own events and events
organised by third parties including travel plans, stalls and
sound/lighting systems.

Medium term

Support Businesses to become
low carbon organisation

For example helping with green audits, hosting workshops
and collaborate with companies on community energy
groups.

Short term

Help the tourism industry
transition to low carbon

Work with the National Park Authorities to support carbon
reduction, better environmental management and
increasing transport choices.

Medium term

Encourage cleaner and
greener utilities and services

Working with utility companies and services to help
neighbourhoods to be energy efficient and reduce
waste.

Medium term

Help residents to have more
energy-efficient homes

Promoting schemes such as LEAP/ Cold to Cosy and offering
grants. Working with South Lakes Housing to implement
higher energy-efficient standards.

Short/Medium
term

Ensure local planning
documents prioritise
sustainability and energy
efficiency

Review all planning documents, making sure they integrate
sustainable initiatives such as layouts that encourage
walking and cycling and incorporate public transport,
energy-efficient housing, green infrastructure and net gains
for biodiversity.

Long term

Influencing UK wide initiatives

Councillors to lobby national government on low carbon
initiatives and relevant policies.

Ongoing
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Objective

Action

Timescale

SLDC inﬂuence with stakeholders
Working with community
groups to encourage wider
participation

Promote schemes and programmes that reduce our carbon
footprint.

Ongoing

Facilitate a citizens’ jury.
Work with schools, local businesses, farmers and
landowners.

Ongoing

Provide a funding pot for community projects.

Helping to keep the
community up to date with
changes on the green agenda
and staying transparent and
contactable.

Engage with parish councils and other local authorities.

Ongoing

Work with local organisations and charities such as Cumbria
Action for Sustainability (CAfS).

Ongoing

Using our website, working with the local press and
attending local events we are keen to know and share best
practices across our district.

Ongoing

Please email Climate.Action@southlakeland.gov.uk with any
thoughts or queries.

So far, South Lakeland District Council has:
·

Adopted a climate change policy and a biodiversity policy.

·

Approved a council plan commitment to reduce our carbon footprint.

·

Fitted PV panels to some council owned buildings.

·

Commissioned an energy audit of SLDC owned buildings.

·

Introduced the Fill-up scheme, offering free water refills.

·

Provided financial support to enable the delivery of environmental projects.

·

Financed a business leader event around sustainability issues.

·

Continued to encourage ‘reduce, reuse, and recycle’ message around refuse and waste.

·

Planted almost 4000 trees (3996 so far) in 4 years.

·

Hired a dedicated sustainability coordinator.

·

Continued to promote and support the handyperson scheme, LEAP (Local Energy
Advice Partnership) and Cold to Cosy scheme to help residents improve energy
efficiency

·

Worked with Cumbria County to commission a Carbon Baseline Report for Cumbria

·

Funded a zero carbon project in Ambleside.
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Monitoring progress
At the end of each financial year, the review of the action plan will inform an understanding of
the anticipated carbon saved. The council will publish a yearly review sheet showing carbon
emissions for that year, and how we are performing with this target.
To support this SLDC will:
•

Establish a flexible and dedicated internal project team to work across and with all
appropriate council services.

•

Develop a climate impact assessment tool to consider how everything that is proposed or
implemented by the council can be carbon-neutral or contribute to reducing carbon.

•

Develop new forms of democratic involvement – including “citizens’ panels”, crowdsourcing and crowd-funding initiatives.

Working with communities, businesses and organisations
Working effectively with and in South Lakeland’s local communities and neighbourhoods will
be vital. Communities, businesses and organisations will be invited to be engaged in the
projects’ design and implementation in order to create genuinely sustainable solutions.
Improving a community’s green space, for example, can only be sustainable if local citizens feel
a sense of ownership, empowerment and for it to realise its benefits long into the future. The
greatest impact will come from working together across all sectors.

Governance
Achieving our target to be carbon-neutral by 2030 (and for South Lakeland by 2037) will not
work through ‘business-as-usual’ approaches. It will require us to work in different and new
ways to ensure we effectively solve and tackle the issues we face. We will all need to focus on
how to generate and capture more ideas, actions and resources from across the council, its
partners and the district.

Finance
Key to implementing many of the actions to achieve the target will be funding. Building a
carbon-neutral economy will create new opportunities for private and public sector investment.
SLDC will take the following actions:
•

Consider how internal budgets are used effectively to value and support work on carbon
reduction.

•

Identify appropriate ways to support and incentivise internal carbon reduction or
offsetting projects.

Engagement
Effective engagement with organisations, workforces, partner agencies, sectors and all people
who live and work in, or visit, the District is vital to making the ambition of being carbon-neutral
by 2030 possible.
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Innovative and effective ways of doing this that are currently under consideration include:
•

Develop a community fund to encourage and support new community carbon reduction
ideas.

•

Have a more open process on carbon plans, working with key partners and experts across
the District.

•

Develop collaborative intelligence for wider District/ County carbon work.

•

Reach out to community groups and stakeholders, mapping connections across the
District and beyond.

•

Develop a dialogue with key groups and individuals in the community.

•

Engage and involve schools and colleges across the District.

•

Develop and deliver local campaigns focused on the climate emergency.

We are keen to have public involved from the start – please email us with any thoughts and
ideas: climate.action@southlakeland.gov.uk
SLDC is part of the Cumbria Climate Change Group, and works with many different
environmental and sustainability focused community groups. If you would like more
information about any of these or you are part of another group that would like to be included
please get in touch

Figure 13: Organisations and community groups helping South Lakeland achieve carbon neutrality.
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Glossary
Carbon emissions: The Kyoto Protocol lists six different greenhouse gases (GHGs) that are
emitted differentially by different processes. Each of these contributes differently to the
greenhouse effect in magnitude and timescale, measured by ‘global warming potential’ (GWP).
Although it is possible to report on these individually, general government recommendations
are to report on the overall effect of all of these using ‘carbon dioxide equivalent’ (CO2e) as the
common measure to bring different GWPs onto a common scale.
Carbon-neutral/ Net-zero carbon: Where the carbon emissions caused by an entity (e.g.
individual, business, product, etc.) have either been eliminated, or balanced by removals of
greenhouse gases (including offsetting). This can sometimes be referred to as net-zero carbon.
For the purposes of this strategy, we have used “carbon-neutral” as shorthand for greenhouse
gas emission neutrality.
Consumption-based emissions: We assess the greenhouse gas ‘footprint’ of residents,
visitors and industry, including the supply chains of everything that residents and visitors buy
and do whilst in Cumbria. Consumption-based reporting is important for looking at the climate
change impacts that people and businesses have through their entire lifestyles, including the
food they eat and the things they buy. For example, taking a consumption-based approach, the
impact of driving includes not just the exhaust pipe emissions, but also emissions resulting
from the manufacture and maintenance of cars and emissions resulting from the extraction,
refining and transport of fuels to the pump. - For businesses, it includes the full impact of
business practices, including procurement supply chains.
Production-based carbon emissions: These are the net emissions that are physically
produced in Cumbria, most notably by the burning of coal, oil and gas, plus those arising from
the production of electricity used in the county (wherever that generation takes place).
Carbon oﬀsetting: To counterbalance the carbon produced there is a possibility of taking in
more CO2 for example through planting trees and restoring peat bogs. But these processes take
time to absorb so it should be used as a last resort.
Scope for carbon emissions:
Government guidelines categorise emissions as:
•

Scope 1: Direct emissions (such as council-owned vehicles or buildings)

•

Scope 2: Energy indirect emissions (such as bought-in electricity)

•

Scope 3: Other indirect (such as purchased materials)
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Appendix 1
South Lakeland District Council
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Data for period 1 April 2018 – 31 March 2019
(Tonnes of CO2e)
Scope 1
Gas Consumed

254

Owned Transport Emissions

1,219

Scope 2
Electricity Consumed

314

Scope 3
Business travel

179

Contracted out leisure Management – gas

336

Electric

204

Other contractor – Operational

106

Total Gross Emissions

2,612

Total Annual Net Emissions

2,612
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b84174a3e5bb1bed73b2b1.jpg (Accessed 7th May 2020)
Committee on Climate Change (2019) Net Zero – The UK’s Contribution to stopping
global warming
www.theccc.org.uk/publication/net-zero-the-uks-contribution-to-stopping-globalwarming/ (Accessed 7th May 2020)
Metoffice (2020) – What is Climate Change?
www.metoﬃce.gov.uk/weather/climate-change/what-is-climate-change
(Accessed 11th May 2020)
Moss, J. Berners-Lee, M. Freitag, C. and Donaldson, S. (2020) – A Carbon Baseline for
Cumbria. Small World Consulting Ltd
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Item No.9
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday, 23 April 2021

Draft Scrutiny Annual Report 2019-21
Portfolio:

Cllr Vicky Hughes, Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee

Report from:

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Authors:

Rachel Ireland – Trainee Solicitor
Linda Fisher - Legal, Governance and Democracy Specialist
(Monitoring Officer)

Wards:

N/A

Forward Plan:

N/A

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee will be able to demonstrate the work that it has
undertaken during the 2019-21 municipal years and the value it has added. It will also
be able to outline the work planned for the municipal year 2021/22.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee approve the Draft
Scrutiny Report 2019-21 attached at Appendix 1 for referral to Full Council,
subject to any relevant updates following this meeting.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

Article 6.04 (Overview and Scrutiny) of the Council’s Constitution requires that the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee must report annually to Council on its work, with
recommendations for its future work programme and any amended working methods,
if appropriate.

3.2

The Scrutiny Annual Report 2019-21 looks back at the work of the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee over the past 24 months, as well as looking forward to the year
ahead. The Scrutiny Annual Report would ordinarily look over the past 12 months but
due to the impact of COVID-19 the Committee’s 24 April 2020 meeting was cancelled,
and in turn, the Scrutiny Annual Report 2019-20 was deferred. Therefore, the 2019-20
report has now been combined with the 2020-21 report, to cover the past 2 years. The
report demonstrates that effective scrutiny is taking place, in line with good
governance, but that more precise timetabling of reviews would be beneficial in
ensuring that resources can be allocated to ensure that the work programme can be
completed on time.

3.3

It is anticipated that, subject to the approval of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee,
the final Scrutiny Annual Report 2019-21 will be presented to Council at its Annual
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Meeting on 19 May 2021. Those areas of the report highlighted in yellow will be
updated, in consultation with the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee,
prior to its submission to Full Council.
3.4

Each year, a review is undertaken of the effectiveness of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee. Since 2017, the scrutiny effectiveness review has used a checklist
framework based upon that used by the Audit Committee. The Review of Effectiveness
2019-21 can be found elsewhere on this Agenda.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

The Scrutiny Annual Report has been produced in consultation with the Chairman
and Vice-Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee is required by the Council’s Constitution to
produce an annual report. Members could choose to amend the content of the report
prior to its consideration by Council on 19 May 2021.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee seeks to exercise its function so as to consider,
challenge and add value to the Council’s approach to delivering the priorities and
targets set out in the Council Plan.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

There are no financial or resource implications arising from this report. The work
undertaken by scrutiny needs to provide value for money and make the best use of
available resources.

Human Resources
7.2

There are no staffing implications directly arising from this report. However, it should
be noted that items on the work programme, such as Task & Finish Groups and
Workshops can have an impact upon staffing resources

Legal
7.3

There is a legal requirement for local authorities to operate an Overview and Scrutiny
Committee. In order to ensure that the work of the committee adds value to the work
of the Council and underpins the Council Plan priorities, it is important that the
Committee is effective in its role.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
is a look back at the Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s work undertaken over the
past 24 months.

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
is a look back at the Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s work undertaken over the
past 24 months.
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Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

An annual report is not produced. Failure
to
maintain A comprehensive and
constitutional
timely annual report is
requirements.
The produced.
opportunity to consider and
promote the work of the
Overview and Scrutiny
Committee is lost.
The Overview and Scrutiny work
programme does not address the
Council’s delivery of priorities
and targets in the Council Plan

Absence of challenge and
overview of the Council
progress in meeting the
Council’s priorities

The annual report and
work
programme
are
utilised to focus the work of
the Overview and Scrutiny
function

Contact Officers
Rachel Ireland – Trainee Solicitor – rachel.ireland@southlakeland.gov.uk
Linda Fisher – Monitoring Officer – scrutiny@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Scrutiny Annual Report 2019-21

Background Documents Available
None.
Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer

Date sent
12/04/21
12/04/21
12/04/21

Circulated to
Lead Specialist
Human Resources Lead Specialist
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
N/A
N/A
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12/04/21
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23/04/21
N/A
N/A
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Overview and Scrutiny
Annual Report
South Lakeland District Council

2019-2021
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Chairman’s Foreword
The past year has been extremely challenging for everyone around the globe and within the
District of South Lakeland, but despite all the difficulties, I am delighted to present this report
documenting the work of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee during the municipal years
2019 to 2021. The report includes a wide variety of information about the work undertaken
over the past 24 months; and most notably, the impact this work has had.
Collectively, Members of the Committee have adapted quickly to the new ways of remote
working and attended virtual meetings to ensure that they continue their role by holding
decision makers and the Executive to account. Despite the pandemic, the Committee has
expressed its ‘Member Voice’ in reviewing and developing policies. The Committee has also
intensely considered the Council’s response and recovery to COVID-19, informing the annual
review of the Council Plan.
Members have welcomed the opportunity to work closely with both the Executive and Lead
Officers as they face conflicting pressures related to the pandemic. I would like to thank all
Officers for their resilience and hard work over the past year as they continue to play a pivotal
role in times of uncertainty. However, specific thanks must go to Linda Fisher, Monitoring
Officer, and her team, for their delivery of virtual meetings.
I would also like to thank my Vice Chairman, Councillor Helen Chaffey, for her invaluable
support over the past two years, I would like to thank also the Committee for their commitment,
and flexibility in ensuring effective Scrutiny continues.
I look forward to another year of scrutiny and focusing our
resources on the areas where we can make the most difference
as we move forward with newly developed ways of working and as
the Locality, and all of those around the world, recover from
COVID-19.

Councillor Vicky Hughes
Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
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Introduction
Welcome to the Scrutiny Annual Report for South Lakeland District Council (SLDC). The report
sets out the work of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee between April 2019 and March
2021.
Scrutiny is a key tool for promoting the best interests and wellbeing of the area and seeks to
ensure that local people receive high quality services that meet their needs. The Overview
and Scrutiny Committee does this by acting as a ‘critical friend’ to the Cabinet, holding it to
account and providing challenge where necessary. Scrutiny also plays a key role in the areas
of policy review and development; by considering topics such as the Budget and the updated
Council Plan at an early stage in their development, scrutiny can add real value before a final
decision is made by Cabinet.
The COVID-19 pandemic has meant unprecedented changes to lives across the globe and
within the District of South Lakeland. In the UK, on 23 March 2020 the Prime Minister asked
the public to stay at home, to protect the NHS and to save lives.
Following Government guidance, on 16 March 2020 the Council moved away from business
as usual activity and established an emergency planning approach to developing and enabling
its response to the pandemic, whilst continuing to meet statutory duties. Consequently,
Scrutiny was paused from this time until May when it started to plan for a phased return. The
Chairman was however involved in emergency decision making.
A significant change arising from the pandemic has been the operation of the Council’s public
meetings. The Government temporarily removed the legal requirement for local authorities to
hold public meetings in person and issued time limited regulations by virtue of the Coronavirus
Act 2000 to allow public meetings to be held online, visible to the public. The Regulations were
made in Parliament on 02 April 2020 and apply to meetings taking place before 07 May 2021.
The Council quickly adapted and held public meetings virtually via the platform of Microsoft
Teams, therefore continuing to make critical decisions on the delivery of its services for
residents in a way that was both transparent and accessible to the public.
Much of the scrutiny focus during 2020 has been on the impact of COVID-19 on the Council’s
services and the recovery of the Council’s response going forward. This Report highlights
some of the key pieces of work from the past 2 years undertaken by the Committee.
An effective and balanced 2021/22 Work Programme will continue to further the Committee’s
work in light of the COVID-19 pandemic to assist the Council in realising its ultimate aim of
“ working together to make South Lakeland the best place to live, work and explore.”
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Overview and Scrutiny
Committee Membership

Pat Bell
Helen Chaffey (Vice-Chairman)
Brian Cooper
Eamon Hennesey
Hazel Hodgson
John Holmes
Vicky Hughes (Chairman)
Janette Jenkinson
Susanne Long
Ian Mitchell
Doug Rathbone
Mark Wilson
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Year in Review: Overview and Scrutiny 2019-2021
The Committee considered a wide variety of subjects over the course of the above meetings
spanning over a period of 24 months. The Committee’s focus in 2019-20 was contributing
effectively toward the Development of Locality Working following the Council’s Customer
Connect Programme, the implementation of the Council’s Climate Change Policy and a review
of the Council’s Private Water Supplies function.
On 17 July 2020, the Committee held it’s first ‘virtual meeting’. Prior to the meeting, all
Committee Members received Microsoft Teams training and participated in a Mock Committee
meeting. Virtual meetings have been rolled out across the Scrutiny function, and at the time
of writing, are planned to cease after 07 May 2021 where the Council will return to ‘physical’
meetings once more.

Key Statistics:





8 Formal Committee Meetings
6 Task and Finish Groups
4 Workshops
19 Urgency Provisions

Examples of Involving Partners in the Committee’s work.








Cumbria County Council
Cumbria Police
Lake District National Park
Representatives from Town and Parish Councils
South Cumbria Community Partnership
Cumbria Health Scrutiny Committee
Northern Rail

Brexit Update
At the 25 October 2019 Overview and Scrutiny meeting it was agreed to hold a Brexit Update
Workshop 3 months after the United Kingdom leaves the European Union. The Overview and
Scrutiny will meet later in the year to hold this workshop.

Customer Connect Locality Working Task & Finish Group (07 March 2019 - March
2021)
The first meeting in respect of the Customer Connect Locality Working Task & Finish Group
took place on 07 March 2019. At this meeting, Members agreed the terms of reference for the
Task & Finish Group and identified those organisations and/or individuals that the group
wished to hear from in order to inform its work. The purposes of the Task & Finish Groups
were threefold; to identify new ways for the Council’s current functions to work together more
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efficiently and effectively through locality working, to identify possible ways of working within
communities which can be developed as part of the Customer Connect project and to identify
the role and development of Members in locality working.
The work by the group involved five sessions and a wrap up session covering the general
principles of Locality Working, Members’ role within Locality, benchmarking and performance
measuring and external partnerships. The Task and Finish Group has been incredibly dynamic
and made a number of recommendations that have and will continue to guide the development
of Locality Working.
During these sessions, there was great engagement from external organisations such as the
Police and Cumbria County Council. These sessions had been successful in developing new
ways of working and strengthening our relationships with partners and with those who have a
direct role within the community in sharing ideas and creating suggestions for improved ways
of working. Working together, we had shaped performance measures, established clarity on
locality hub multiagency meetings, engaged members, the public and partners in our
Customer Connect transformation and change programme. This was assisting with the
change programme for our customers and wider community.

Photos taken at the Locality Working Partnership Task and Finish Group on 31 January 2020.

Implementation of SLDC Climate Change Policy Workshop (08 January 2020)
The purpose of the Workshop was to monitor the Council’s implementation of its Climate
Change Policy and ensure that addressing Climate Change was a priority for the District.
Martin Sleath, a Planning Officer from the Lake District National Park Authority, also attended
and contributed to the Workshop. Members were presented with the Council’s Climate Change
Action Plan, which highlighted three key areas; the Council’s own operations, the Council’s
strong influence areas and the areas of weaker influence.

Strategic Review of Council’s Health and Wellbeing Priority Workshop (15 January
2020)
The purpose of the Workshop was to review the Health and Wellbeing priority to ensure that
it was appropriate for the needs of South Lakeland Residents. The Workshop considered the
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role of the Council within the health arena and identified ways of working collaboratively with
other stakeholders who have responsibility for health to achieve the best outcomes for
residents.

North West Scrutiny Networking Event (11 February 2020)
South Lakeland District Council hosted and welcomed the North West Scrutiny Group in the
Council Chambers at Kendal Town Hall. The Chairman, the Vice-Chairman of the Committee
and Councillor Rathbone attended the meeting. Both Councillors and Officers discussed the
recent Centre for Public Scrutiny conference (now Centre for Governance and Scrutiny
(CfGS)). The group discussed engaging in effective public scrutiny and upcoming matters.

Photos taken at the North West Scrutiny Networking Event hosted by South Lakeland District Council
at Kendal Town Hall on 11 February 2020.

Private Water Supplies (13 February 2020)
The purpose of this Workshop was to undertake a review of the Council’s legal obligations in
respect of private water supplies and to review its policies and activity in relation to these
supplies to ensure that it is in accordance with the legislative requirements. The Workshop
also considered any work that could be undertaken to publicise the Council’s legal obligations
and to improve engagement with those members of the public affected. As well as contributing
to the development of the overall policy, the review provided assurances to Members that the
Council’s approach accords with legislative requirements.

COVID-19 Recovery Workshop (23 October 2020)
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee received a report at the Committee’s 17 July 2020
meeting on the Council’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The Committee agreed as
part of their 2020/21 Work Programme to host a Members’ Workshop to explore the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic within the district of South Lakeland. The Workshop focused on three
central themes:



Health and Wellbeing;
Resilience; and
Economy.
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Members’ voiced that it was a great workshop and very thought provoking, the work tied in
with the Local Plan, and Members were eager for this piece of work to be the main focus of
the Committee’s future Work Programme for 2021-22.

Effectiveness of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee should be an effective committee that can contribute
to the development of Council policies and also hold the Cabinet to account for its decisions.
Overview and scrutiny should be carried out in a constructive way which contributes to the
efficient and effective service delivery which meets the needs and aspirations of the people of
South Lakeland. As such, an annual review is undertaken to ensure that the work of scrutiny
continues to be effective. Since 2016/17, the annual Review of Effectiveness has mirrored the
checklist methodology of the Audit Committee’s own effectiveness review.
The review concluded that the Committee continues to operate effectively in its overview and
scrutiny role, but that more precise timetabling of reviews would be beneficial in ensuring that
the work programme can be adequately addressed. Effective scrutiny should continue, even
if impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Call-in and Urgency Provisions
The call-in process may be used to challenge Executive decisions. Call-ins are only to be used
on an exceptional basis in line with paragraph 16 (a) to (i) of the Overview and Scrutiny
Procedure Rules. No call-in requests were received during the period of 2019-21.
The urgency provisions can be used to waive the requirements of the Council’s Constitution
with regards to decision-making when an urgent decision is needed and it is not possible for
the normal procedure to be followed to allow a decision to be made within a given timeframe.
During 2019 to March 2021, the urgency provision was used 18 times.

Looking Ahead to 2021/22
2020-21 has been a very different year for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee at South
Lakeland. The COVID-19 pandemic introduced a whole new way of working and has, in turn,
shaped the Committee’s work programme.
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee agreed its work programme for 2021/22 at its meeting
on Friday, 23 April 2021. The topics selected for review are to be:



the continued focus of the Council’s recovery to COVID-19;
a Brexit Workshop following the UK leaving the EU on January 01 2021;
Any other items agreed by the Committee at the meeting.

With the Customer Connect programme transition completion, the UK leaving the EU, and the
impact of the COVID-19 global pandemic, the 2021/22 Council year will no doubt prove to be
a year of important activity for scrutiny at South Lakeland. Scrutiny will do this whilst continuing
to promote partnership working, building networks and relationships and maximising evidence
gathering in a way few other committees could. It is hoped that, following the impact of COVID-
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19, Overview and Scrutiny can continue to make a constructive contribution to South Lakeland
in the year to come.

Scrutiny Contact Details
Linda Fisher
Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist (Monitoring Officer)
01539 733333 scrutiny@southlakeland.gov.uk
Ross Ette
Case Management Officer (Support Services)
01539 733333 scrutiny@southlakeland.gov.uk
More information on the scrutiny function, including agendas, minutes ongoing review work
and Councillor details can be found on the Council’s website.
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Item No.10
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday, 23 April 2021

Review of Effectiveness and Scrutiny
Recommendations Report
Portfolio:

Cllr Vicky Hughes, Chairman of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee

Report from:

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Rachel Ireland – Trainee Solicitor
Linda Fisher - Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist
(Monitoring Officer)

Wards:

N/A

Forward Plan:

N/A

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

By monitoring both the effectiveness of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
and the progress made by Cabinet and officers in implementing the
recommendations made by the Committee, Members are able to ensure that
maximum value is added by scrutiny and retain sight of proposals and
outcomes. The regular reviewing of recommendations made by Members will
also ensure that the effectiveness of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee is
both maintained and monitored.

2.0

Recommendation

2.1

It is recommended that Overview and Scrutiny Committee notes the following:(1)
and
(2)

the findings of the Review of Effectiveness, as attached at Appendix 1;
the progress made by Cabinet in implementing the recommendations of
the Committee.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

Each year, a review is undertaken of the effectiveness of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee. This review is undertaken utilising a similar checklist framework to that
used by the Audit Committee. This effectiveness checklist is included as Appendix 1
to this report. Please note this review covers a period of 24 months, the municipal years
2019-21. This is due to the impact of COVID-19 and the cancellation of the 24 April
2020 meeting.

3.2

The review concludes that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee has continued to be
effective over the past 24 months notwithstanding the impact of COVID-19. However,
notably, both as a direct and indirect result of the pandemic, four scheduled meetings
of the Committee were cancelled in the last 12 months. Despite this, the Committee
did meet three times formally over the past year. More timely submission of reports
from task and finish groups and workshops postponed due to COVID-19 would have
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been beneficial in ensuring that resources can be allocated to ensure that the work
programme can be completed on time. There are no other recommendations arising
from the review of effectiveness.
3.2

Despite the reduction of meetings due to COVID-19, the Chairman has been heavily
involved in Emergency Executive and Non-Executive Decisions over the past 12
months. On 25 March 2020 Cabinet decided to delegate urgent decisions to the Chief
Executive to protect the Council’s interests in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic. In
accordance with Part 4 of the Constitution – Rules of Procedure – Access to
Information Rules – Rule 16 (Special Urgency) the Chairman of the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee can agree that a decision is urgent and cannot be reasonably
deferred. See the Council’s Constitution.

3.3

During March 2020 to March 2021, the Chairman provided consultation in 19 decisions
where the Urgency Provision was used. This process has been fundamental to the
continuation of good governance and has provided the Council with the ability to act in
an agile way to meet the needs of those within the locality.

Scrutiny Recommendations Progress
3.5

Monitoring the progress of recommendations made by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee to decision-makers is an important part of effective governance. In addition
to these reports, the Committee receive verbal updates at meetings throughout the
year during consideration of the latest Work Programme.

3.6

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee considered a number of other policy documents
including, but not limited to, the Council Plan, the Medium Term Financial Plan, the
Treasury Management Statement, the Procurement and Commissioning Strategy, the
Tenancy Strategy and the Cumbria Choice Based Lettings Allocation Policy.

3.7

As well as the formal recommendations made by the Committee, a number of
comments and/or suggestions were raised throughout various items considered at
committee meetings. In situations where these comments were raised against
executive items, these comments were highlighted by Portfolio Holders during
consideration by Cabinet. Throughout 2019-21, Portfolio Holders have shown a strong
commitment to the scrutiny process and had consistent attendance at Committee
meetings.

3.8

The Committee met six times in relation to the Development of Locality Working
Through Customer Connect Task and Finish Group. During these sessions, one SubGroup met to consider measuring success while another Sub-Group met with other
responsible authorities including the Police and representatives from CALC and
Cumbria County Council. At the 17 July 2020 meeting the Director of Customer and
Commercial Services presented the final Locality Report whereby the Committee
agreed that the recommendations should be forwarded to Cabinet for further
consideration as part of the design of the locality working arrangements.

3.9

The Committee also scrutinised the Cumbria Choice Based Lettings Allocation Policy
at two formal meetings. After the Policy was first brought before the Committee on 17
June 2020, a small working group was created. The group, made up of the Chairman
and the Vice-Chairman of the Committee, and a number of other Committee Members,
scrutinised the Policy. Comments from the working group were fed back to the
Committee at its formal meeting on 17 July 2020. The Committee’s comments were
presented to Cabinet on 22 July 2020 with the Policy later being approved by Council
on 28 July 2020.
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3.10

The focus of the Committee’s 2020-21 work programme was unsurprisingly centred on
the Council’s response and recovery from COVID-19. The Committee noted the
Shaping the COVID-19 Pandemic Response Report from the Director of Strategy,
Innovation and Resources on 17 July 2020 and resolved to hold a one-day Workshop
on 23 October 2020. The Committee later approved the draft recommendations
produced following the workshop and recommended they be taken to Cabinet for
address in the Council’s strategies. The recommendations are due to be heard by
Cabinet at the next appropriate meeting.

3.11

Finally, whilst not requiring any recommendations being made to Cabinet, the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee has paid attention to a number of issues of
democratic mandate affecting the local community, including the effect of climate
change, the effectiveness of the health offering within South Lakeland and the
Council’s recovery from COVID-19.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

This report has been prepared in consultation with the Chairman of the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee and the Council’s Corporate Management Team.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

This report is to note. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee could choose not to
undertake regular monitoring of its effectiveness or the recommendations that it has
made. This is not recommended as the Committee will have no oversight of its
recommendations after they have been made.

5.2

Should the Committee feel that its recommendations are not being progressed
adequately it could request more regular updates from the relevant decision-maker. It
also has the power, under the Council’s Constitution, to request certain individuals to
attend a committee meeting and answer any questions that it puts to them.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

The Council’s response and approach to recovery is guided by the priorities identified
in the Council Plan. Analysis of impacts and resultant needs, including the
considerations made by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee will inform the annual
review of the Council Plan.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

There are no direct financial implications arising out of this report.

Human Resources
7.2

There are no direct staffing implications arising out of this report.

Legal
7.3

There is a legal requirement for local authorities to operate an Overview and Scrutiny
Committee. The committee needs to be effective in its role. This report demonstrates
that the committee has been effective during 2019-21.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No
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7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
report is a review of work already undertaken.

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
report is a review of work already undertaken.

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

That the Council’s scrutiny
arrangements are ineffective or
inefficient.

The scrutiny work
undertaken by the
committee does not add
value in the manner that it
ought to. Areas where
scrutiny is required are
missed.

An effective overview and
scrutiny function, reviewed
regularly, is in operation.

Contact Officers
Linda Fisher – Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist (Monitoring Officer)
scrutiny@southlakeland.gov.uk
Ross Ette – Case Management Officer (Support Services)
scrutiny@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Review of Effectiveness

Background Documents Available
None
Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer

Date sent
13/04/21
13/04/21
13/04/21

Circulated to
Lead Specialist
Human Resources Lead Specialist
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
13/04/21
N/A
N/A
23/04/21
N/A
N/A
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Date Signed off
15/04/2021
15/04/2021
15/04/2021

APPENDIX 1
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 2019-21

1.

ISSUE
YES NO
X
Does the authority have a
dedicated Overview and Scrutiny
Committee?

2.

Do the terms of reference clearly
set out the purpose of the
Committee?

X

3.

Does the committee fulfil the
statutory
requirements
surrounding the local authority
scrutiny arrangements?
Does the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee report directly to
Cabinet and/or Full Council?

X

Does the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee provide support to the
authority
in
meeting
the
requirements
of
good
governance?
Does the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee use that power to
challenge
the
Executive/Committees?
Is
an
annual
evaluation
undertaken to assess whether the
Committee is fulfilling its terms of
reference and that adequate
consideration has been given to
all core areas?
Has an effective committee
structure and composition of the
committee been selected? This
should include:-

X

i. separation from the Executive

X

ii.
politically
membership

balanced

X

iii.
an appropriate mix of
knowledge and skills amongst the
membership

X

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

X

N/A Comment

The Committee reviews its
terms of reference annually at
its first meeting. The terms of
reference are also reviewed
annually by Full Council.

The Annual Scrutiny Report is
considered by Full Council at
its Annual General Meeting.
Recommendations are also
made to Cabinet/Council as
appropriate.

X

Portfolio Holder reviews are
part of the regular agenda for
the Committee.

X

This report fulfils this objective.
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ISSUE
YES NO
X
iv. size of committee that is not
unwieldy

N/A Comment

v. where co-opted members are
used, that they have been
appointed using an appropriate
process.
Does the chair of the Committee
have appropriate knowledge and
skills?

X

X

The Chair continues to
undertake training relevant to
scrutiny. Both the Chair and
Vice-Chair has attended a
number of Scrutiny Networking
events in the past 24 month.
Both attended the Charing
Skills Training Session on 10
February 2020.

10. Are arrangements in place to
support the committee with
briefings and training?

X

11. Does the Committee have good
working relationships with key
people
and
organisations,
including the executive and
management team?

X

12. Does the Committee plan its work
in order to ensure best value
added?

X

Following the implementation
of Customer Connect, the
Legal,
Governance
and
Democracy Lead Specialist
(Monitoring
Officer)
is
responsible for supporting the
Committee with briefings and
training sessions.
Regular
attendance
at
committee meetings from both
Executive Members and the
Corporate
Management
Team. As well as internal
relationships, the Committee
has had good engagement
with
external
partners
including
the
Community
Safety Partnership, Parish and
Town Councils and Cumbria
County Council.
The Work Programme and
Forward Plan are considered
at each meeting.
The
Committee’s
Work
Programme
for
the
forthcoming year is agreed
annually and is line with the
strategic priorities of the
Council Plan.
Due to the impact of COVID-19
and a need to reschedule
business, four meetings were
cancelled during 2020-21.
Members are required to
declare any party whip to
which they are subject. The

9.

X

13. Does the Committee meet
regularly to a planned timetable
and work schedule
14. Are meetings free and open
without political influences being
displayed and are agenda papers

X
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ISSUE
YES NO
available to members of the
public?
X
15. Are decisions reached promptly?

N/A Comment
committee
is
politically
balanced.
All meetings of the Committee
have been arranged to ensure
that
business
can
be
transacted to schedule. No
items were deferred in the last
24 months.
In accordance with legislative
requirements.

16. Are agenda papers circulated in
advance of meetings to allow
adequate
preparation
by
Members?
17. Does the Committee have the
benefit of appropriate officers at
its meetings?
18. Have
all
portfolio
holders
attended a meeting of the
Overview
and
Scrutiny
Committee in the past year?
19. Does a member of the Corporate
Management Team and a
member
of
the
Council’s
Executive attend all meetings?

X

20. Does
in:



X

The Committee scrutinises all
four of these areas and
regularly
holds
Portfolio
Holders
to
account
at
meetings.

X

The committee has scrutinised
the Council Plan, the Medium
Term Financial Plan, the
Treasury
Management
Statement
and
the
Procurement
and
Commissioning Strategy and a
number of other policies.
All monitoring reports have
been received as scheduled.

the committee take a role

Risk management
Performance monitoring
Financial monitoring and
budget scrutiny
 Holding Portfolio Holders
to account?
21. Has the committee used predecision scrutiny?

22. Have the relevant performance
monitoring
reports
been
considered promptly?
23. Has the committee been involved
in early policy development?

X

For each report presented to
the Committee

X

At the time of writing, all
Portfolio
Holders
have
attended a committee meeting
in the past 24 months.
Within the last 24 months at
least one or more members of
the Corporate Management
Team has attended every
meeting. This is the same case
for the Executive.

X

X

X
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One example during 2019/20
was the Biodiversity Policy.
The Committee has also
scrutinised
the
Climate
Change Action Plan during a
Workshop
and
Cumbria
Choice Based Lettings Policy.

ISSUE
YES NO
X
24. Has the committee been provided
with updates on the progress of
its recommendations?
X
25. Have
the
Committee’s
recommendations been accepted
by Cabinet?
X
26. Has the Committee evaluated
whether and how it is adding
value to the organisation.
X
27. Can the Committee access other
committees and call officers to
account as necessary?
X
28. Is the role and purpose of the
Overview
and
Scrutiny
Committee
understood
and
accepted across the authority?
X
29. Is adequate secretarial and
administrative support provided to
the Committee?
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N/A Comment
Update reports are presented
to each meeting.

Through its annual report and
its
annual
review
of
effectiveness.

Training is offered on an
annual basis to both Members
and Officers.
Following the implementation
of Customer Connect, the
Legal,
Governance
and
Democracy Lead Specialist
(Monitoring
Officer)
is
responsible for supporting the
Committee. The Monitoring
Officer
work
with
the
Committee is supported by a
Case Management Officer.
Relevant Lead Officers, also
supported by the Case
Management Officer, are
responsible for task and finish
groups
or
workshops
considering topics that fall
within the remit of their areas
of work.

Item No.11
South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday, 23 April 2021
Annual Review of the Call-In and Urgency Provisions
2020-21

Portfolio:

Cllr Vicky Hughes, Chairman of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee

Report from:

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Rachel Ireland – Trainee Solicitor
Linda Fisher - Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist
(Monitoring Officer)

Wards:

N/A

Forward Plan:

N/A

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

Providing Council with this annual review ensures openness and transparency
regarding the operation of the Constitution’s call-in and urgency provisions and clarity
regarding the manner in which they have been used over the past 12 months.

2.0

Recommendation
2.1

It is recommended that Council notes the contents of the 2020-21 Annual
Review of the Constitution’s call-in and Urgency provisions.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

Call in and Urgency provisions are referenced in the Constitution Rule 16 Paragraph
(j) provides rules relating to Call in and Urgency. The call in procedures shall not apply
where the decision being taken by Cabinet is urgent. This is a decision for the
Chairman of the Council.

3.2

Paragraph 16 (k) of the Council’s Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules states that
the “operation of the provisions relating to call-in and urgency shall be monitored
annually, and a report submitted to Council with proposals for review if necessary”.

3.3

Section 100B of the Local Government Act 1972 requires five clear days’ public notice
of the items of business, which are to be considered at any formal council meetings,
including those of committees and sub-committees.

3.4

The Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information)
(England) Regulations 2012 requires 28 days’ public notice to be given of the intention
of the Executive to consider a key decision or to hold a meeting (or part of a meeting)
in private. Executive decisions may be made by the Cabinet, individual portfolio holders
or officers who have been delegated authority to make such decisions.

3.5

Urgent decisions
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3.5.1 In accordance with Part 4 of the Constitution – Rules of Procedure – Overview
and Scrutiny Procedure Rules - paragraph 16(j), the Chairman of the Council
was requested in the cases referenced in the table below to agree that this
decision is reasonable in all the circumstances and that it is treated as urgent
for the reasons outlined in the report and, therefore the decision to be exempt
from call-in.
3.5.2

In accordance with Part 4 of the Constitution - Rules of Procedure – Access to
Information Rules – Paragraph 16, the Chairman of the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee also agreed that the taking of the decision’s in the table below were
urgent and could not reasonably be deferred because for the reasons outlined
in the Report’s and the timescales required. It not being possible for Key
decision’s to be included in a Forward Plan at least 28 clear days before the
decision was to be made. “Special Urgency”.

3.6

All decisions have been reported to both Cabinet and Council and have been circulated
to all Members. Complying with the Access to Information Procedure Rule 17.3 and
the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules, Rule 16 (j).

3.7

The 2012 Regulations outline the actions that the Council must take if it cannot meet
the above notice requirements. The various legal requirements are reflected within the
Council’s Constitution. This report covers the Urgency and call-in procedures.

3.8

The Urgency Provision has been used 19 times from March 30 2020 to the time of
writing this report. All reports have been reported to Cabinet and Council meetings and
distributed to all Councillors and are detailed at Appendix 1.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

This report is provided for information only.

5.0

Alternative Options

5.1

This report is provided for information only and so no alternative options are suggested.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

The annual review of the operation of the call-in and urgency provisions contained
within the Council’s Constitution promotes the Council’s approach to openness and
transparency.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

There are no direct financial implications arising out of this report.

Human Resources
7.2

There are no direct staffing implications arising out of this report.

Legal
7.3

As set out in this report.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No
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7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
report looks back at the operation of the Constitutional provisions over the past 12
months.

Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons: This
report looks back at the operation of the Constitutional provisions over the past 12
months.

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

The Council does not properly
review the use of its call in and
urgency provisions.

These provisions could be
used incorrectly or
inappropriately which
could result in possible
legal challenge.

Regular monitoring and
review of the call-in and
urgency provisions and
their use.

Contact Officers
Linda Fisher – Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist (Monitoring Officer)
scrutiny@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.
1

Name of Appendix
Urgency Provisions Table 2020-21

Background Documents Available
Document

Link

All
Publications
of https://democracy.southlakeland.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?Com
Decisions
can
be mitteeId=121
viewed at the respective
Cabinet meetings on
the Council’s website.
Tracking Information
Signed off by
Legal Services
Section 151 Officer
Monitoring Officer

Date sent
14/04/21
14/04/21
14/04/21

Circulated to
Lead Specialist
Human Resources Lead Specialist
Communications Team
Leader
Committee Chairman
Portfolio Holder
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee

Date sent
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
14/04/21
N/A
N/A
23/04/21
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Date Signed off
Author
15/04/2021
14/04/2021

Circulated to
Executive (Cabinet)
Council

Date sent
N/A
N/A
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Urgency Provisions Table
2020-21
Ref.
001

Appendix 1

Date

Decision

Cabinet Decision

30 March 2020

Small Business Grant Scheme and a Retail, Hospitality, Leisure Grant Scheme, Business CEX/4 – 20 May 2020
Rates and Discretionary Rates Relief
Reason for urgency:
Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the
25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the COVID
19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is
needed to protect the Council’s interests.
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The decision is required to be taken because the Government has announced a package
of new National Non Domestic Rates (NNDR) reliefs and grants and expect local
authorities to administer and pay the grants. Funding will be provided by the Government
for the new reliefs, grants and towards the cost of administration.
The Government have requested the reliefs and grants are processed and paid as soon
as possible, preferably before 1 April 2020 for grants.

002

03 April 2020

Green Waste
Reason for urgency:
Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the
25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the COVID
19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is
needed to protect the Council’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to the need to maintain critical residual waste
services.

CEX/4 – 20 May 2020

003

14 April 2020

Arboriculture Contracting Framework – Appointment of Contractors

CEX/4 – 20 May 2020

Reason for urgency:
Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the
25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the COVID
19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is
needed to protect the Council’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken because there is a need for the Council to enter into
contractual arrangements for two years for arboricultural services to be provided to the
Council. As a landowner, the Council has a duty of care to ensure that all trees on Council
land are kept in an acceptable condition and do not put people or property at unreasonable
risk. The Council’s current contractual arrangements for arboricultural services expire on
31 March 2020.
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This matter is on the Procurement Schedule, a procurement exercise has been undertaken
and three preferred providers have been identified as a result. The estimated value of the
three contracts taken together is approximately £150,000 in total across two years. There
is a need to enter into appropriate contracts with the providers so that arboricultural works
can be called off by the Council when required.
004

17 April 2020

Temporary use of Kendal Leisure Centre as a Recovery Centre
Reason for urgency:
Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the 25th March
2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the COVID 19 Global pandemic
emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is needed to protect the Council’s
interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to the need for the University Hospitals of Morecambe Bay
NHS Foundation Trust to establish Recovery Centres, to provide additional medical capacity in
response to the COVID 19 emergency.

CEX/4 – 20 May 2020

005

27 April 2020

Re-commencement of Green Waste Collections

CEX/4 – 20 May 2020

Reason for urgency:
Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the
25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the COVID
19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is
needed to protect the Council’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to - Following the temporary suspension of green
waste collection services on the 3rd April 2020 via an Emergency Delegated Executive
Decision; a decision taken in light of the current Cornavirus Pandemic and the loss of key
waste collection staff and the need to redeploy existing staff to maintain the critical
collection of residual waste . Staffing levels have now stabilised sufficiently to be able to
re-commence green waste collections on an initial monthly basis from the 4th May 2020.
006

01 May 2020

Asset of Community Value – Farmers Arms, Lowick
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Reason for urgency:
Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the
25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the COVID
19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is
needed to protect the Council’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken because a community nomination has been received
to list a property as an Asset of Community Value and Regulation 7 of the Assets of
Community Value (England) Regulations 2012 requires that the responsible authority
must decide whether land nominated by a community nomination should be included in
the list within eight weeks of receiving the nomination. Due to the current circumstances
this timescale has already been exceeded with one extension agreed with the nominating
party.

CEX/4 – 20 May 2020

007

29 May 2020

Local Authority Discretionary Business Grant Fund

CEX/20 – 24 June 2020

Reason for urgency:
Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the
25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the Covid19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is
needed to protect the Council’s interests.
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The decision is required to be taken due to the Government’s recent announcement for a
new package of discretionary financial support grants for businesses that will be
administered by local authorities to pay the grants. Funding will be provided by the
Government for the new grants. The Government have requested the grants are processed
and paid as soon as possible, with the funding expected to be paid to the Council in early
June 2020. It is expected that the payment of grants will ease financial pressures for eligible
businesses.
Due to the timing of the receipt of the Government Guidance (updated on the 23rd May
2020) and the date of the next Cabinet meeting being on the 24th June 2020 we require
an emergency decision.
008

11 June 2020

Reintroduction of Car Parking Charges, Patrols, Monitoring and Enforcement in the CEX/39 – 22 July 2020
Authority’s Carparks
Reason for urgency:
Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the
25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the COVID
19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is
needed to protect the Council’s interests.
In line with the government’s latest advice regarding the reopening of non-essential retail
premises on the 15th June , it is proposed that car parking charges , patrols, monitoring and
enforcement will recommence in all the authorities public car parks from the 15th June 2020.
If we were to maintain the temporary free parking arrangements introduced on the 23rd
March 2020, at a time that other car park operators have recommenced charging and nonessential shops and the high streets are reopening this could have the negative

consequence and significant risk that visitors to the area ,choose our free parking offer
and the ability to manage social distancing would be severely compromised and Public
Health Risks increased. Additionally , this could have a consequence that the car parks are
utilised by residents and commuters and that little churn would result which would impact
visitors and shoppers from finding available spaces. This in turn would impact negatively
on the success of attracting shoppers back to the high street
The Council has no Cabinet meeting planned prior to the 15th June 2020 to provide for the
decision to be taken the next scheduled virtual meeting being the 24th June 2020.
009

07 July 2020

Management Agreement for Braithwaite Fold Caravan Park

CEX/39 – 22 July 2020

Reason for urgency:
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Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on the
25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the COVID
19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is
needed to protect the Council’s interest in the site and financial position.
The decision is required to be taken to secure the operation and income from Braithwaite
Fold Caravan park for the 2020/21 Financial Year following the Governments easing of
lockdown for the Tourist and Leisure Industry.
N/A

A590 Cross-a-Moor Junction – Notice of Key Decision General Exception
Decision
RESOLVED – That the following be noted:(1)

progress with the scheme as described within the report; and

(2)
following a request from Highways England, that the Growth and Housing
Fund monies held by the Council are being transferred to Highways England for
their use on the scheme.

CEX/53 – 22 July 2020

Reasons for Decision
The A590 Cross-a-Moor Junction Improvement would ensure delivery of over 1,000
dwellings in south Ulverston on sites allocated in the adopted Local Plan. It would
therefore play a key role in the Council’s priority for delivering housing, particularly
affordable housing. The scheme is highly significant for the housing priority in the
Council Plan, and for the delivery of around 20% of planned housing provision in the
Local Plan to 2025.
The scheme is also central to future economic growth in South Lakeland. The lack of
people, particularly of working age, has been identified as a significant challenge to
business growth in the area. The increased housing this project will facilitate will allow
more people to live and work in the area, increasing the supply of labour for business of all
sizes and sectors.
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N/A

Introduction of Pavement Licences – Notice of Key Decision General Exception
Decision
RESOLVED - That
(1)

the report be withdrawn; and

(2)
officers be requested to consider the appropriate non-executive decision
making route, either as an urgent item to be considered at the next Council meeting
or, alternatively, through the emergency non-executive decision route.
Reasons for Decision
To prepare for the date on which the Bill receives Royal Assent.

CEX/45– 22 July 2020

010

12 October 2020

CEX/73 – 05 November 2020

Test and Trace Support Payment Schemes
Reason for urgency:
The Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on
the 25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the
COVID 19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient
and is needed to protect the Council’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to the deadline given by the government to launch
the Test and Trace Support Scheme which requires us to make the scheme live by the
12th October 2020. This does not give time to go through the normal decision making
process.

011

13 November 2020

CEX/98 – 08 December 2020

Local Restrictions Support Grants (Closed)
Reason for urgency:
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The Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on
th

the 25 March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the global
COVID-19 pandemic.
The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is needed to protect the Council’s
interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to the Government’s recent announcement for a
new package of financial support grants for businesses that will be administered by local
authorities. Funding will be provided by the Government for the new support grants for
businesses due the announcement of a second national lockdown. The Government have
requested the grants are processed and paid as soon as possible, with the funding
th

expected to be paid to the Council by 13 November 2020. It is expected that the payment
of grants will ease financial pressures for eligible businesses.
th

Due to the timing of the receipt of the Government Guidance (announced 30 October
th

2020) and the date of the next Cabinet meeting being on 25 November 2020, we require
and emergency decision.

012

20 November 2020

Additional Restrictions Grant

CEX/109 - 20 January 2020

Reason for urgency:
The Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on
the 25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the global
COVID-19 pandemic.
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The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is needed to protect the Council’s
interests. The decision is required to be taken due to the Government’s recent
announcement for a new package of financial support grants for businesses that will be
administered by local authorities. Funding will be provided by the Government for the new
support grants for businesses due the announcement of a second national lockdown. The
Government have requested the grants are processed and paid as soon as possible, with
the funding be paid to the Council on the 13th November 2020. It is expected that the
payment of grants will ease financial pressures for eligible businesses.
Due to the timing of the receipt of the Government Guidance (announced 30th October
2020) and the date of the next Cabinet meeting being on 25th November 2020, we require
an emergency decision.
013

21 December 2020

Local Restrictions Grants (three schemes)
Reason for urgency:
The Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on
the 25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the global
COVID-19 pandemic. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is needed to
protect the Council’s and that of its community’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to the Government’s recent announcement for a
new package of financial support grants for businesses that will be administered by local
authorities.
Funding will be provided by the Government for the new support grants for businesses due
the reintroduction of the tiered restrictions, following the end of the second national

CEX/109 - 20 January 2020

lockdown on 2nd December 2020. The Government have requested the grants are
processed and paid as soon as possible, with the funding be paid to the Council imminently.
It is expected that the payment of grants will ease financial pressures for eligible
businesses. Due to the timing of the receipt of the full Government Guidance (10th
December 2020) and the date of the next Cabinet meeting being in January 2021, we
require an emergency decision.
014

18 January 2021

Business Support Grants (National Restrictions, January 2021)

CEX/121 - 03 February 2021

Reason for urgency:
The Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers
on the 25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from
the global COVID- 19 pandemic.
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The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is needed to protect the Council’s
and that of its community’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to the Government’s recent announcement for
a new package of financial support grants for businesses that will be administered by
local authorities. Funding will be provided by the Government for the new support grants
for businesses due the re- introduction of national restrictions on 5th January 2021. The
Government have requested the grants are processed and paid as soon as possible,
with the funding be paid to the Council imminently. It is expected that the payment of
grants will ease financial pressures for eligible businesses.
Due to the timing of the receipt of the full Government Guidance (mid-January 2021) and
the date of the next Cabinet meeting be ing in January 2021, we require an emergency
decision.
015

14 March 2021

Waiving Car Parking charges in the Westmorland Shopping Centre Car Park in Kendal for CEX/139 – 17 March 2021
NHS and Primary care staff directly involved in the management and operation of the
Vaccination Centre and for those members of the public attending the centre to receive
their Vaccinations
Reason for urgency:

The Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers
on the 25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the
COVID 19 Global pandemic emergency. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient
and is needed to protect the Council’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to support the national Covid19 Vaccination
program rollout be as effective as possible.
N/A

30 March 2021

Cross-a-Moor Roundabout – Notice of Key Decision (Special Urgency)
Decision
RESOLVED – That:-
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(1) the Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources to enter into the Growth Deal
Funding Agreement following consideration of the Legal, and Financial advice and
draw down the £925,000 Growth Deal Fund Grant;
(2) the progress on the s274 agreement, Forward Funding Agreement and the
Underwriting arrangement be noted;
(3) Cabinet confirms that should the continuing negotiations enable the Council to
conclude further agreements in line with resolutions of Cabinet, and Council in
September and October 2020, that the delegations provided by those resolutions
can be exercised; and
(4) In the alternative to (3), a further report on the outcome of negotiations with
Cumbria County Council, CLEP and Highways England and seek approval for the
entering of agreements be received.
Reason for decision
The A590 Cross-a-Moor Junction Improvement would ensure delivery of over 1,000
dwellings in south Ulverston on sites allocated in the adopted Local Plan. It would
therefore play a key role in the Council’s priority for delivering housing, particularly

CEX/164 – 30 March 2021

affordable housing. The scheme is highly significant for the housing priority in the Council
Plan, and for the delivery of around 20% of planned housing provision in the Local Plan
to 2025. The scheme is also central to future economic growth in South Lakeland. The
lack of people, particularly of working age, has been identified as a significant challenge
to business growth in the area. The increased housing this project will facilitate will allow
more people to live and work in the area, increasing the supply of labour for all sizes and
sectors.

016

08 April 2021

Business Support Grants (Restart Grants and Additional Restrictions Grants Update, April TBC At the next availablet
2021)
Cabinet meeting.
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Reason for urgency:
The Chief Executive received emergency delegated executive decision making powers on
the 25th March 2020. It is considered that this decision is necessary or arises from the global
COVID-19 pandemic. The matter is urgent, necessary and expedient and is needed to
protect the Council’s and that of its community’s interests.
The decision is required to be taken due to the Government’s recent announcement for a
new package of financial support grants for businesses (Restart Grants and Additional
Restrictions Grant update) that will be administered by local authorities. Funding will be
provided by the Government for the new support grants for businesses due to the roadmap
for recovery and lifting of national restrictions, and will apply for the 1st April 2021 onwards.
The Government have requested the grants are processed and paid as soon as possible,
with the funding be paid to the Council imminently. It is expected that the payment of grants
will ease financial pressures for eligible businesses. Due to the timing of the receipt of the
full Government Guidance (end of March 2021) and the date of the next Cabinet meeting,
we require an emergency decision.
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Item No.12

South Lakeland District Council
Overview and Scrutiny Committee
Friday, 23 April 2021

Work Programme Setting 2021-22
Portfolio:

Cllr Vicky Hughes, Chairman of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee

Report from:

Director of Strategy, Innovation and Resources

Report Author:

Rachel Ireland – Trainee Solicitor
Linda Fisher - Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist
(Monitoring Officer)

Wards:

N/A

Forward Plan:

N/A

1.0

Expected Outcome

1.1

It is anticipated that the Committee’s Work Programme will be set so as to make
effective use of resources and will add strategic value to the work of the Council in line
with its local priorities as contained in the Council Plan.

2.0

Recommendation
2.1

It is recommended that the Overview and Scrutiny Committee consider
and agree its 2021/22 Work Programme.

3.0

Background and Proposals

3.1

The Overview and Scrutiny Committee has the power to review or scrutinise decisions
made, or actions taken, in connection with the discharge of any of the Council’s
functions. It also has power to make recommendations to the Council or Cabinet and
to consider any matters which affect the Council’s area or its communities. The
Committee also plays an important role in policy development and review.

3.2

As part of these responsibilities, the Committee sets an annual work programme at
its meeting in April of each year. The work programme ensures that the Committee is
able to focus on those areas where it is likely to add the most value. It can do this
through its formal meetings, through one-day/half-day workshops or through the work
of task and finish groups.

3.3

Prioritisation is vital to ensure that there are sufficient resources to allow the work
programme planning to take place and to ensure that the work programme is
supported throughout 2020/21. An article published by the Local Government
Scrutiny Information Unit Making Scrutiny Count suggests that “one major
scrutiny and perhaps two shorter reviews in the course of a year is realistic”.

3.4

On 15 January 2021, the Committee resolved that the recommendations generated
from its COVID-19 recovery work in 2020-21 should be taken forward in the
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Committee’s Work Programme for 2021-22 (O/S43). In doing so, the Committee has
an opportunity to realign its focus to take a strategic approach to its Work Programme
and to undertake fewer, broader reviews providing much greater value added than
could be for numerous, specific smaller-scale reviews.
3.5

Partnership working, and particularly the engagement of partners, through reviews
has been recognised by the Committee as particularly valuable. The benefit of this
approach has been clear from the Committees work in relation to the Customer
Connect Locality Working Task & Finish Group.

4.0

Consultation

4.1

The Work Programme has been prepared in consultation with the Chairman of the
Committee, the Monitoring Officer and Corporate Management Team. The main focus
of the Committee’s Work Programme, South Lakeland’s recovery from COVID-19,
being approved by the Committee on 15 January 2021 (O/S43).

5.0 Alternative Options
5.1

The Committee could opt not to use a structured work programme. This is not
recommended as, in order for scrutiny to operate effectively, there is a need to
ensure that that the work it carries out is timely, accords with the Council priorities,
will add value and that there are appropriate resources available for the work to be
carried out.

6.0

Links to Council Priorities

6.1

The Council’s response and approach to recovery is guided by the priorities identified
in the Council Plan. Analysis of impacts and resultant needs, including the
considerations made by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee will inform the annual
review of the Council Plan.

7.0

Implications

Financial, Resources and Procurement
7.1

There are no direct financial implications arising out of this report. However, any work
pursued needs to provide good value for money and ensure that best use is made of
the resources.

Human Resources
7.2

There are no direct staffing implications arising out of this report. There is, however,
a need to ensure that there is an appropriate commitment of resources to support the
work of the Committee throughout 2021-22.

Legal
7.3

Every local authority has a legal obligation to operate an overview and scrutiny
committee. The preparation of a planned work programme ensures that the committee
is effective in its role. In turn, this will enable the Council to demonstrate that there are
effective scrutiny arrangements.

Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
7.4

Have you completed a Health, Social, Economic and Environmental Impact
Assessment? No

7.5

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
Consideration of any topics as part of the Overview and Scrutiny work programme will
be considered during any reviews.
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Equality and Diversity
7.7

Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis? No

7.8

If you have not completed an Impact Assessment, please explain your reasons:
Consideration of any topics as part of the Overview and Scrutiny work programme will
be considered during any reviews.

Risk
Risk

Consequence

Controls required

The work programme does not Resources are not used to A planned work
add value.
their maximum.
programme that aligns
with strategic priorities and
agreed criteria.
The work programme is not The work programme is not Regular reviewing of the
programme
to
balanced effectively.
completed
or
the work
effectiveness of planned ensure that the work will
continue to add value in a
work is reduced.
timely manner.
Contact Officers
Linda Fisher – Legal, Governance and Democracy Lead Specialist (Monitoring Officer)
scrutiny@southlakeland.gov.uk
Appendices Attached to this Report
Appendix No.

Name of Appendix

1

Work Programme Table 2021-22

Background Documents Available
None.
Tracking Information
Signed off by

Date sent

Date Signed off

Legal Services

14/04/21

15/04/2021

Section 151 Officer

14/04/21

15/04/2021

Monitoring Officer

14/04/21

15/04/2021

Circulated to

Date sent

Lead Specialist

N/A

Human Resources Lead Specialist

N/A

Communications Team

N/A

Leader

N/A

Committee Chairman

14/04/21

Portfolio Holder

N/A

Ward Councillor(s)

N/A

Committee

23/04/21
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Circulated to

Date sent

Executive (Cabinet)

N/A

Council

N/A
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Appendix 1

Work Programme 2021-22

Date

Lead Officer

Item

Background

29 April
2021

N/A

Morecambe Bay CCG All
Member Briefing

Following MCCG’s presentation
to the Committee on 26 April
2019, representatives from the
Commission will provide an
update to all Members on their
Anchor work.

TBC

David Sykes,

The Council’s COVID-19
Recovery

To continue the Committee’s
focus on the Council’s COVID-19
recovery following the Work
Programme 2020-21.

Brexit Update Workshop

At the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee held on 25 October
2019 the below was resolved by
the Committee:‘the next Brexit Workshop be
arranged to be held three months
after the UK leaves the European
Union, with the remit and scope
being widened to focus on the
district of South Lakeland.’

Director of
Strategy,
Innovation and
Resources
TBC

Dan Hudson,
Strategy Lead
Specialist

Date

Lead Officer

Policy Framework
Decisions

TBC

Gillian Flowers

Procurement Strategy

Update of the Procurement
Strategy to run from 2021 to
2026.

Procurement
Specialist
TBC

Sean Hall,

Licensing Policy

TBC

Principal Specialist,
(Health &
Environment)
TBC

To review the Council’s Licensing
Policy.

TBC

Any other Policy Framework
items which require updating or
development during the municipal
year will be added to the Work
Programme to be considered by
the Committee.
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